
David Glaser 
Wins Acade.my 
Award in Music 

. By T ova Stulman 

You may not have seen blln 
on the red carpet rubbing shoul
ders with Scorcese or Freeman, 
but one of Stem College's profes; 
sors recently won an Academy 
Award. David Glaser, a popular 
professor of music at Stern, 
recently received one of the 
annual awards doled out by the 
American Academy of Arts and 
Letters, the Academy Award in 
music.. Although it is a lesser
known award than, for instance, 
one for best director, it does not 
diminish the prestige and honor 
that comes with such a distinc
tion. The official press release 
states that this award is given to 

David Glaser teaches Sense of Music 
"the composer that has arrived at 
his or her own voice," and awards 
"outstanding artistic achieve
ment." Only four composers have 
been honored as recipients this 
year, with Professor Glaser being 

Falun Gong members engage in peaceful meditation 

Falun Gong Members 
Protest on NYC Streets 
By Chani Ozarowski 

We like to think of Stern 
College as a worldly institution, 
in sync with international occur
rences and active in standing up 
for Jewish values. We care about 
Rwanda and animal rights and of 
course the study of Torah. 
Consider the pasuk, "lo taamod al 
dam reiecha" (do not stand by idly 
while your brother's blood is 
being spilled), and think about 
the last time you walked by Penn 
Station or rushed through Times 

Yeshiva Visits Supreme Court 
Page lO 

Square passing demonstrators in 
meditative poses. What was 
your reaction to their often over
looked reenactments of torture? 
It's about time we get the word 
out about the persecution 
against Falun Gong practition
ers. 

But what exactly is this 
movement and why are its fol
lowers being persecuted? What 
do the demonstrators hope to 
accomplish, and what should our 
role be? 

Falun Gong, also known as 
cominued on page 7 
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Samantha Povver Addresses SCW 
Students on Human Rights 

By Adinah Wieder 

Samantha Power spoke at 
the Beren Campus Tuesday, 
March l discussing US interven
tion in international genocide in 
today's age of terror. Power 
attracted over 200 listeners, and 
emphasized the question of his
torical and future responses to 
global atrocities. Arguing that 
the US, other world powers, and
rhid-level nations should have a 
greater role in preventing further 
global atrocities, Power asked, 
"Why did those who had power 
and made verbal and strategic 
commitments stand by?" 

Power's address was the cul
minating 1ecture in a series of 
speeches designed to assemble 
world-renowned intellectuals to 
discuss their political research 
and philosophies. Last June, 
Dean Karen Bacon solicited sug
gestions from the faculty on ideas 
for the lecture series that was to 
take place this year. Professor 
Bryan Daves, part of Stern's 

I N S I D E 
. """"-

Samantha Power addressing SCW Students 

Political Science department, 
suggested that the lecture series 
commemorate the 60th anniver
sary of the Holocaust. He 
remarked that he was prompted 
by the idea of "how difficult and 
particularly problematic it has 
been to prevent genocide. We 
want to expand the meaning of 
the indication of 'never again' to 
mean 'never again' for anyone in 
any place and at any time." Bacon 
accepted Daves' proposal and 
began .coordinating the series. 

Daves wrote a letter of invi
tation ·to Power explaining the 
theme of the lecture series, the 
commemoration · of the 60th 
anniversary of the Holocaust, and 
she readily agreed to attend. 
Arranging for a speaker of this 
caliber was no small feat; it took 
Daves almost the entire fall 
semester to coordinate. Once the 
other potential lecturers heard 
that · Power had consented to 
speak, they shortly followed 

continued on page 9 

Review: Butterfly Conservatory at 
The Museum of Natural History 
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Esther Flaschner-Berko 
Editor-in-Chief 

form of the all-too-familiar 
idyllic scene of Shabbos 
lunches, discussing Israeli 
policy '~stupidities" over 
steaming (:hulent beans. 
Complacency thrives in 
dreams and goals, like ulti
mate desires to buy a house 
an~ live in the Five Towns or 
Teaneck. But then what? 

·This past Shabbos, we 
were privileged to have 
Dennis Prager visit Yeshiva 

Rav Yoel Bin Nun of University as part of the Israel 
Yeshivat Har Etzion . and Club Shabbaton. Prager chal
~ eshivat Ein T zurim fathered lenged his audience to define 
a unique approach to· the their mission .as Orthodox 
Megillah, reading certain Jews; it had taken him most of 
aspects of its topsy--:turvy tale his life t;o ascertain his defini
as a bitter satire. Bin Nun tion. What does observant 
seizes on certain questionable Judaism stand for? What·does 
features of the Megillah, name- it seek. to bring to this world? 
ly its noticeable lack of divine . The answer is obviously 
reference, its complete disre- incredibly complex, encom
gard of historical milieu, and passing wide arrays· of thea
the overarching secular logical and philosophical 
dynamic it proudly displays. arguments. But I have my 
Bin Nun, and other scholars contribution to our mission: 
who subscribe to his method the anti-complacent view. 
use these difficulties t~ Our mission is to ·move, to 
espouse a cynical . satirical respond, to be jarred, and to 
reading of the text. effect. · Jews are deemed 

This version of the Megillah "holchim" (walkers) in rabbini
takes note of the fact that cal literature, a stark opposi
while Achashverosh and tion to the "omdim" (standing) 
Haman's decree against the angels. Angels stay compla
Jews ravaged Persia, a whole cently static, or to quote 
segment of the Jewish popula- Rabbi Abraham Twerski 
tion was trying to take root in "Angel.s don't leave foot~ 
Israel. Enabled by Cyrus's prints." But Jews move; we 
decree to return to Je,rusalem, move up and down, and we 
these Jews left their Persian never reach a plateau. We 
exile and attempted to build keep climbing. 
the Second Temple. A Jew's mission is decid
Overwhelmed by hardship, edly anti-complacent. We 
and weakened by their small must betteri change, and 
numbers, the group encoun- respond. When an observant 
tered tremendous difficulties , person succeeds in an endeav
while their Jewish neighbors or, the traditional congratula
in Persia flourished and tory remark is typically, "May 
attended the king's feasts. you go from strength ( chayil) 

Taken in this light, the to strength." Jews never pro
Megillah · · becomes a bitter mote resting on one's laurels 
satire col}de111ning Persian after initial victory. Instead, 
Jewry for their contentment in they encourage and demand. 
Persia. Mishkan-like all~sions more. 
from the "tchelet" and "argaman'; This message decidedly 
at Achashverosh's party, to resonates in all aspects of the 
Esther approaching the king holiday of Purim. ·When read 
after -days of fasting and as a satire, the story becomes a 

. prayer in a kohen gadol like social critique ag;ainst compla
manner, abound in a nuanced cency. Even within the story, 
reading of the text. Satirical the Jews respond to the decree 
elements denounce Persian against them by enacting 
Jewry for their highly secular pleas to God and assuming 
indifference . towards their mourning behavior, while 
counterparts in Israel. while Esther's attempts at compla
the Jews of Persian sat com- cency and indifference are 
placently in Achashverosh's harshly rebuked by · 
"temple," other Jews risked Mordechai. Even the present 
hardship to attempt a real customs of Purim, particularly 
building ' of a true Temple in the bizarre promotion of 
Jerusalem. drunk~nness, can be viewed 

Funny how little things as attempts to jar the compla
change in a few · thousand cent Jew from his status quo ' 
years. The facts on the ground state of being. · .· 
in Purim 2005 differ only' Still, complacency has its 
slightly from the first Purim. allures, and promotes an 
Complacency dwells compla- ostensibly calmer lifestyle. If 
cently, finding welcome sane- ignorance is bliss, than com
tuary in the arms of American placency must be euphoria. I, 
Jewry. for one, hope you never expe-

Complacency. It takes the rience it. Happy Purim. 
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Rebecca Rosehberg 
Editor-in-Chief 

Plagiarism is a serious 
problem at sew, as it is at 
many other universities 
across America. In the con
text of academia, the most 
prevalent forms of plagiarism 
are reusing other students' 
papers, copying and pasting 
·paragraphs from the Internet 
into a studen~ e?say, and 
attributing sources improper
ly. The students of my crener-

. . 0 

at1on seem to be particularly 
indifferent to this form of 
intellectual dishonesty. 

· In recent years a New 
·York Times front-page 
reporter, Jayson Blair, fabri
cated doz~ns of stories, and 
USA Today dismissed a 
reporter for the same offense. 
It seems the incidence of pla
giarism and related offenses is 
increasing. The temptation to 
plagiarize may be greater in 
our era because of the avail
ability of information online· 
students may fail to recogniz~ 
plagiarism as theft because of 
its intangibility; or perh~ps 
students plagiarize because 
they lack the confidence to 
think critically. Also, stu
dents are anxious about 
applying to graduate school, 
where the difference between 
a 3.75 GPA and a 3.8 GPA can 
determine acceptance. 

sew· is a college that 
prides itself on the high ethi
cal and moral standards of its 
women; however, in the mat
ter of plagiarism, we are no 
different from students at 
other universities, and 
according to some faculty 
members we' are worse. After 
spea~g with a few dozen 
peers, I've concluc;l.ed that 
many sew students have 
been asked for their old 
papers by - friends and 
acquaintances. In my pres
ence, fellow students have 
admitted withm,lt shame or 
contrition to submitting a 
roommate's paper from the 
previous year or purchasing 
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an essay online. As co-editor 
of the Observer, I once discov
ered that a section editor had 
submitted a plagiarized story 
with her name placed promi

. nently at the top. 
These occurrences are 

deeply saddening, not ·only 
because, as a Jewish college, 
we should honor academic 
integrity as a Torah value. 
These occurrences have 
embedded themselves in the · 
consciousness of our genera
tion. Many students avoid 
plagiarism more out of fear of 
punis~ent than from a sense 
of ethical propriety. For many 
of us who do not plagiarize, 
this common form of theft 
cheapens our own academic 
experience. I do not know the 

·statistics for Stern but 
according to one natio~al sur~ 
vey, more than one-third of 
college students have plagia
rized a paper. 

Increasi11gly, professors 
approach their students with 
suspicion and, instead of feel
ing pride when a student 
turns in an excellent paper, 
question its authenticity and 
head straight to the Internet 
to investigate. Whep. one stu
dent spends hours on a 
paper-thinking through the 
ideas, slaving over revision 
after revision-and another 
simply submits a friend's 
paper from the previous year, 
it is difficult for the ethical 
students. to see the value in 
their effort. They receive the 
same grades, the same recog
r:rition from the professor, as 
the plagiarist. As this sce
nario plays itself out, over and 
over again, inany students 
start to lose perspective; they 
forget the reasons for original-
ity and thoroughness. : 

I applaud the administra
tion and faculty for thdr · 
impressive efforts in combat
ing plagiarism. They have cre
ated a long term plan to 
address the root of the prob
lem. But, without delay, we 
need to address the symptoms 
through uniformly applied 
penalties and ·a zero tolerance 
policy in their application. 
The administration and facul
ty owe students an opportu
nity to study in an environ
m~nt with a fair and even 
·playing field where they feel a 
sense of pride in their original 
ideas and hard work. 

Orlee Levin 
T ova Stulman. 

Features Eiliters 

JulieAst . 
Sara Levit ~ 
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The Thursday 
Afternoon Attitude 

Thursday afternoons are always recognizable not only for 
their luggage strewn classrooms, but also for their c]iudging 
classroom attitude. There is a certain end~of~the~week feeling 
that prevails, and "therefore a 'Tam~too~tired~to~do~anything~ 
productive~in class~today" mindset results, which complete~ 
ly destroys a usually strong class dynamic. All too freqyently 
students must be practically forced to participate in a 
Thursday afternoon class, and usually prefer to leave the talk~ 
ing to those students who have had to prep themselves with 
·a good dose of coffee. Sometimes however, no one has had any 
~offee besides for the professor, and there is a distinct lack of 
student input. There are many classes such as literature and 
political science that are geared around the students' contri~ 
butions and since they only typically meet twice a week, 
there is definitely a loss when nearly everyone complains 
about being too tired at the end of the week to speak her 
thoughts. 

The Observer believes that one of the best parts of Stern's 
classes is the range· of voices· and opinions that come from 
such a broad range of students - everyone brings her diverse 
experiences and knowledge to the classroom. It is this valu~ 
able involvement that keeps a class energetic and interesting. 
How~ver, when half of overall class time is · spent with the 
frame of mind that one is prepared to ~imply sit back, take 
notes and never raise her hand, or not show up at all, then not 
·only is that student missing out, but so is the entire class. 
Devaluing Thursday because it is the last day of the school 
week is ludicrous, and essentially halves the college e:xperi~ 
en~e. We only suggest that we try to make an effort to 
remember that we all· enrich each other with our unique 
understanding, and that we are all here to learn ~ and not just 
on Tuesdays. 

Please Switch Your Cell . 
Phones to Silent Mode 

It's. impossible to sit in class and concentrate on a lectur,e 
or an exam whe~ constantly interrupted by the incessant 
vibration of cell phones. How is a student supposed to con~ 
centrate if throughout an entii:e test there is an annoying 
"brrbrr" coming out of the backpack on the floor, while some~ 
one else's coat pocket ominously vibrates? It would be anoth~ 
er matter if the owner of the phone at least turned it off once 
they heard the noise. But many don't. They just sit compla~ 
cently and sometimes allow it to continue for two or three 
phone calls. Is it really too much for people to silence th~ir 
cell phones? . 

First students had to contend with the unremittirig ring~ 
ing of the cell phones in class. Aside from being a r.eal nui~ 

sance, rings of Mozart's 4oth symphony or the latest pop 
song are incredibly rude and inconsiderate when they inter~ 
rupt a lecture. Cell phone ringing ruins the professor's train 
of thought and distUrbs the flow of the class. Students prob~ 
ably thought the cell vibrate mode was a· more polite alterna~ 
tive, but they were sorely mistaken. When a cell phone rings 
aloud in class, the professor addresses the student and han~ 
dies the situation. However, vibrating cell phones only dis~ 
turb those seated in the vicinity of the delinquent phone, and 
go largely unnoticed by the professor. We can understand if 
someone is awaiting an emergency phone call and needs to be 
subtly notified so she can leave the classroom and answer. 
What amaze us are the women who sit with their vibrating 
cell phones, allowing them to vibrate incessantly during class 
without a response. What, exactly, is the point of this sys~ 
tern? 

Do yourself and the people around you a favor, and put 
your phone o:q. silent mode during class. If your cell doesn't 
have a silent mode, you should consider (and this is a novel 
concept) actu:illy shutting it .off. · 

POUIT~COUNT£RPOUIT 
By Shoshana Fruchter and Esther Genuth 

Food for Thought? 
Although there is no actual sign on the classroom door which reads, "No 

Eating," it is still terribly inappropriate to chomp away at your diet's discre~ 
tion during college lectures. Refraining from ·eating during class shows the 
college professors, many of whom are experts in their fields, proper respect. 

While eating in class may se_em inappropriate, Yeshiva UniveJ;sity stu~ 
dents often find it necessary to do so. With many hours of classes, most 
students do not have time to leisurely eat their meals. A dual curriculum, 
~y its vety nature, requires many students to be in class for much of the 
day. Additionally, it is common for a student with a major that includes · 
laboratory work to attend classes from the morning until' the late;. evening, 

. A typical 9 a.m. class scene: a girl rushes into class two minutes late with 
her newly purchased food, and slowly unties the "I love NY" bag - slowly, 
so as to avoid e;xtra·noise (by the yvay, that never works, it just prolongs the 
interruption)"--= instead of waking up a mere fifteen minutes earlier to eat 
breakfast. Eating is important but so is not eating during class. When con~ 
llicts arise betWeen such core values as food, class and sleep, step up to the 
plate, be responsible, and wake up earlier to eat before class! 

Additionally, eating during dass disturbs other students who are not eat~ 
ing. The questio_n, "Ooo, what flavors are there today?" rings ;in my ears con~ 
stantly, asked to the girl who just took her mid~ lecture break and ran down 
to the caf- ~ather, took the elevator- to buy frozen yogurt; And if it isn't 
the yogurt doing the disturbing, it is the crunch of carrots or the fragrant 
aroma of a full fish meal. Recently, a professor at SCW requested that his 
students refrain from eating during class since, "loud chewing often makes it 
difficult for st].ldents to hear me," the professor. explained. "What?" came the 
unexpected shout from one woman; she had been unable to hear him -
because she herself had been crunching on crisp lettuce. 

Some students complain tliat their schedules force them to eat during 
class. Official meals have beconie passe to these fast~ lane cruisers. While it's 
true _that some people's schedules are imbalanced: jam packed with classes 
on two days of the week, and close to empty on the other days, there is still. 
always some: time to eat. For each day on the SCW schedule sheet there is at 
least one time slot sliaded gray. That shaded area is a friendly reminder to 
those busy students that this is your time to eat lunch. Now, thanks to the 
dual~caf system on the Beren Campus, p1,1rchasing food at convenient times 
is easier: ' · · 

. Aside frqm _the extra~erted .distraction, the diners are cP,eating them~ 
selves 'out of a J:eci:j.l:re complete. with good notes, {d)::used attention and a 
respectable academic env:iTonment. Please respect your teachers, · ym.ir 
mends and yourselves: Don't eat during class .. 

without much time for lunch. · · 
Another contributing factor-to a student's busy schedule is that most 

classes are offered in limited time slots. When a course is offered less fre~ 
quently, a student must often forfeit a lunch hour so that she will be able 
~o attend the dass. In order to fulfill' requirements for one's major and for 
SCW's core, it is often necessary to schedule classes back to b<;tck,. thus lim~ 
iting the amount of time necessary to eat properly. 

Eating properly and in ·a timely manner is essential . to maintain a 
healthy lifestyle. A sufficient-amount of food must be eaten so that one can 
concentrate in class and give full attention to one's studies. Forbidding eat~ 
ing during class could encourage unhealthy eating habits. "On my first day 
at Stern I was determined not to eat during class, but I soon reali.zed that I 
had gone a· whole day without eating," recounted one SCW sophomore. "I 
knew I would have to compromise.'; . 

The ·expectation that students attend class on time and with their 
stomachs "full" is unreasonable considering the busy sch~dules of many 
students and the crowded cafeteria and elevators. The cafeteria of th_e 245 
Lexington building, as many have experienced during peak hours, is 
swarming with students. Furthermore, _if a student is able t0 make it 
through the cafeteria.lines quickly in between classes, she still must wait 
for a non~crowded elevator. . . 

· Eating, if not done disruptively, does 110t greatly disturb t:l;le classroom 
_setting. If students are sensitive about selecting appropriate foods and eat~ . 
. ing in a manner that isn't distracting, there shouldn't be a concern. While 
~classroom without eating is ideal; due to 'the circumstances presented it 
is an impractical and unrealistic demand. . . .. 
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SCWSC President 
We as shornrei mitzvos open 

our eyes each day to say Modeh 
Ani and we see the world from 
the unique T-orah perspective 
th~t we most wisely volunteered 
for (na'aseh ve'nishmah) and that 
we are bound to do. 

Rabbi Yisroel Meir Kagan, 
known as the Chofetz Chaim, 
the writer of the Mishne Brurah, 
Ahavas Chesed, Likutai 
Halachos, Machaneh Yosef, com~ 
mentaries on Orach Chaim and 
more, devoted special concentra~ 
tion to the laws of loshon hora 
(evil speech). 

There is presently in our 
Yeshiva University family true 
discomfort that I have seen 
expressed in many different ways 
on account of an article pub~ 
lished in the YU student news
paper, The Commentator. which 
was iess than flatterilig to the 
students of Stem College. 

I disagree with everything 
that was in the article published 
in The Commentator. The Torah 
focuses on the strengths and 
unique qualities of both genders; 
it does not denounce women in 
any form. I have no direct 
response because the article's 
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OPINION 

r·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-~-·-·-·~·~·~·-·-·-·, 

entire content was, in my opin~ 
ion, outside of Torah Judaism. 
However, I do recommend that 
everyone in our Yeshiva 
University family consider some I 
of the Mitzvos that guide us on 
the principle of respecting your 
fellow man. ' 

. If you have the opportunity 
please look at; Vayikrah 19:16 -
Pesachim 118a- Vayikrah 19;14-
Dvorim 8:11 - Vayikrah 22:32 ~ 

Vayikrah 19:12 - Shmos 23:2 -
. Bamidbar 17:5- Vayikrah 25:17-

Bava Metzia 58b- Vayikrah 19:17 
- Erchin 16b - Bava Metzia 59a -
Rambam Daios 5:3 - Devorim 
10:20 - Shmos 23:7 - Devorim 
28:9 - Shabbos- l33b ~ Mjshlei 
18:21. 

My sincere wish for each and 
all of us is Shalom Bayis. 

A quick reminder, student 
council elections are coming up 
in the first two weeks of April! 
.Please be on the lookout for post~ 
ed signs and emails discussing 
the specifics. As always if you 
have any questions, comments, 
etc. you can reach me at 
NAMS182@AOLCOM. I have a 
twenty four hour policy, which 
means if I do not respond within 
twenty four hours I did not 

. receive your-message. Good luck 
on midterms! 

Molly Fink 

*All references and citations come 
from these written works: 

A) Chofetz Chaim - A Lesson a 
Day by Finkelman and Berkowitz -
published by Artscroll 

B) The Mitzvot by Abraham 
Chill- published by Keter. -

r· 
By Lauren Goldglantz 

C) Guard Your I ongue by Pliskin 
-printed by Moriah Offset. 

L--·-·-·-~-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·~·-·-·-·-·~ 
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For Fun or Folly? Media 
Distorts Judaism 

By Tova Stuhnan 

Recently, the hit show "The 
O.C." aired its second annual 
episode featuring "Chrismukah,;, 
the oh-so-cute and aptly named 
hybrid holiday of Hanukkah and 
Christmas, that interweaves ele
menis of both holidays into one 
all-inclusive celebration. Created 
by the hapless protagonist Seth 
Cohen, who also happens to be 
the offspring of a Protestant 
mother and Jewish father, 
Chrismukah is only one of the 
many recent examples of Judaism 
portrayed, but also perverted, by 
the media. The media has always 
been at best a quest;i.onable venue 
for learning, but· nevertheless, 
there is no denying that it also 
has the very real power to influ
ence and educate millions of peo
ple on a variety of issues. 

who orchestrate these shows, 
even if they may have surnames 
like Schwarz and David, do not 
celebrate these holidays; if they 
do, it probably is not done to the 
letter of the law. If they insist on 
putting Jewish holidays on air, it 
might be nice for them to actual
ly get it right. 

Jews have long had an influ
ence in Hollywood, but it is only 
in recent years that a variety of 
extremely popular shows have 
had leading or main characters as 
Jews, and a. maelstrom of movies 
with Jewish situations and char
acters. Before the 1990's, Jews 
wen~ often relegated to the side
lines as the quirky sidekicks, 
experiencing . muted religious 
identities. Not so anymore. And, 
lest this come as a surprise to 
anyone, nearly all of the current 
or recent Jewish characters are 
exaggerated versions of how 
Hollywood's almost exclusively 
liberal and unaffiliated Jews per
ceiveJews as a whole. Almost all 
your favorite Jewish characters 
on these shows are neurotic, 
paranoid, obsessive ~d extraor
dinarily quirky. Jerry Seinfeld? 
Check. Ross and Monica Gellar 
from Friends? Check, check. 
Grace Adler, one of the title char
acters on the hit show "Will and 
Grace"? Check. And who could 
fo:rget Fran Fine, the infa:tp.ously 
nasal-voiced star of "The N~nny," 
who didn't let an episode pass 
without exploiting some aspect 
of Jewish stereotypical themes? 
From the nagging Jewish mother 
who exhorted her to marry, and 

"I think it's a shame," says 
Dani Schrieber, a senior at 
Yeshiva College, "that Jews of 
this world will get either a 
watered down or caricatured 
version of what contemporary 
Halakhic Judaism· is about." 
Many people m·ay scoff at this 
suggestion, caJ..lillg all the some
what skewed exposure Judaism 
has gotten in the media recently 
just some good harmless fun. In 
many instances, they may indeed 
be right. Yet I, for one, am not so.· 
comfortable with the' fact that 
Seth Cohen gets to be the 
authority for millions of diehard 
fans who take what he says as 
gospel (pardon the religious 
nature of t:Q.at phrase). From now 
on, will the religiously uneducat
ed Jews and non-Jews forever 
associate the beautiful tradition 
of men wearing yarmulkes with a 
~'yarmuclaus," a fusion of a 
yarmulka and Santa's red hat? 

The danger of misconstruing 
actual facts about Judaism and 
Jewish themes in the process is 
palpable. For instance, a hugely 
popular episode of "Friends" had 
Ross desperately try to teach his 
Christmas-obsessed son about 
the meaniri.g and history behind 
Hanukkah, but the means 
through which he achieved this 
end was to dress up like a "hall
day armadillo," which, needless 
to say, has absolutely nothing to 
do with the Festival of Ughts. 
Most likely, many of the people 

· marry rich, to the schnorrer rela
. tives and obsession with Barbara 

Streisand and Loehmann's sales, 
Fine basked in the glow of ·her 
Jewish persona, and . made mil
lions doing so. The traits that 
made her, and continue to make 
other Jewish characters so ·exag
geratedly Jewish, are also the 
traits that garner a huge amount 
of laughs for the shows, vaulting 
them to the heights of main
stream popularity. Let it be 
noted that the show "Will and 
Grace" has firmly established the 
latter's desire to marry a Jewish 
doctor, just another exploitation 
from the plethora of stereotypes 
existing about Jewisll women. 
Many of the zany mishaps of 
Grace Adler have to do with her 
all-encompassing desire to fin~ 

ackn 
and 
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and wed a Jewish dnctor- and 
when she finally finds one, he 
comes riding ·up on a white 
horse, the culmination of her life- · 
long fantasy. 

. As a religious student with 
some religiously unaffiliated 
acquaintances, I can safely say 
Jewish women already endure 
enough typecasting without it 
being exploited by televised 
"heroines," who only serve to 
perpetuate . these inacc_urate 
notions. 

Admittedly, most stereo
types stem from some measure or 
kernel of truth, and it is easy for 
some Jews to identify with many 
of the. characteristics and situa
tions they see on the shows. 
That's not the problem. Even I 
laugh at many of the jokes, but I 
also walk away knowing they are 
just jokes; rarely do I have a 
Jewish peer who behaves like any 
of these characters in real life. 
The problem begins when people 
who have little interaction with 
Jews, perceive Jews as merely a 
sum total of these stereotypes. 
Ari Spodek, another senior at YC, 
states that "TV shows end up 
portraying most Jews in one 
light, and one light only, and . 
many people unfortunately rely 
on these stereotypes and don't 
form their · own notions of how 
Jews realistically behave." 

. I am not · too scared; the 
Jewish people have survived 
worse than a few tasteless sitcom 
episodes. With the recent releas
es and popularity of movies like 
"Meet the t<ockers" (which end
lessly plays with the representa
tion of two typically liberal 
Floridian Jews in touch with 
their inner emotions and feelings 
and pepper their language with 
Yiddish phrases,) and "The O.C.", 
which is watched by millions of 
mostly impressionable teenage 
fans, it is important to keep in 
mind that we, as Jews ·that firnlly 
identify with our religion, should · 
not be pigeonholed into these 
stereotyp~s. Many of us may have 
neurotic tendencies or obsessive 
qualities, but we are ·also so 
much more: We are. intelligent, 
ambitious and rational members 
of a religion that gives us strong 
·morals and valued traditions, 
things we should never want to 
cash in on. 

work 
the 
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Senior. Awards 
Memorialize Past 

SCW Leaders 
~y Adina Borg 

Commencement heralds a 
new era for graduating seniors, 
but it also gives them time to 
reflect on past years, in the form 
of four awards given at a private 
ceremony apart from the gradua~ 

tion ceremony. Nominated by 
student leaders and voted on by 
peers, the awards were estab~ 
lished to honor individuals who 
have made a difference in sew 
as well as memorialize important 
leaders of the college. 

Perhaps most poignant of all 
the awards is the Ramie Kertzner 
Memorial Award for ustrong 
commitment to chesed and 
Jewish identity" and the .Lisa 
Wachtenheim Memorial Award 
for ucharacter .and service ren~ 
dered to the university." Sadly, 
both Kertzner and Wachtenheiin 
passed away while still students 
inSCW. 

Dean Zelda Braun recalled 
Ramie as being a uwonderful 
friend, with a strong] ewish iden~ 
tity." Ramie was involved in vol~_ 
unteer work for both the Jewish 
and general communities and 'is 
remembered for her determina~ 
tion and honesty. Immediately 
after her death as a senior in 1996, 
Ramie's friends and family estab~ 
lished the award for a student 
who characterizes the beliefs and 
ideals for which Ramie lived. 

Wachtenheim's death left 
the whole YU community devas~ 
tated. Rabbi Flaum, rabbi of the 

uWhite Shul" in Far Rockaway, 
was Lisa's ·reacher and mashgiach 
in Stern. College at the time. He 
remembered Lisa as uthe personi~ 
fication of everything good Stern 
has tb offer. She was a meticulous 
baalat chesed, and left an indelible 
impression on all who knew her." 

Flaum suggested that the 
award be established in her name 
for "character and service ren~ 

dered to the college" as a way of 
keeping Lisa's memory alive. 
'The way you carry on a soul is 
by emulating the best it stood 
for," remarked Flaum. "By 
awarding·those who personify all 
she stood for, her soul will have 
eternity of exi.stenc;e." This guid~ 
ing principle behind these 
awards transforms the gradua~ 
tion ceremony into a celebration 
of not only the current graduat~ 
ing class, but of the inspirational 
and generous role models who 
could only be there to celebrate 
with them in spirit. 

The Professor Nathaniel L 
Remes award commemorates 
Professor Remes, a chemistry 
professor in sew frorri 1966 to 
1977. The award was established 
·by university faculty and sfu~ 
dents after his death in 1988. 

Dean Ethel Qrliari. fondly 
recalled Remes as an extremely 
capable, caring professor who 
was fully involved in all of his 
students' academic and personal 
interests. "He had a rather 
intense, serious look," Orlian 
remembers. uHe was always 
busy: busy being creative, busy 
building up the departnient, and 

even busy with issues outside the 
. department to support programs 

which would help students bol~ 
ster their knowledge." An anec~ 
dote singular to Remes was 
found in his file of university doc~ 
uments. In a letter to the current 
dean, Remes asked permission to 
attend an important chemistry 
conference. He would miss two 
recitations, which he stipulated 
he wanted .to postpone, and 
added he would attend the con
ference at his own cost. The 
award was established to com~ 
memorate "character, personali~ 
ty, and service rendered to the 
college," reflecting Remes's own 
unique brand of care and devo~ 
tion to his fellow faculty mem
bers and students. 

The Ghity Stern award was 
originally established while 
Ghity Lindenbaum Stern, wife of 
the late Max Stern, was still 
alive. After her death in 2002, the 
award has become even more 
meaningful, honoring students 

0 exceptional in service to the 
Jewish community, a pursuit 
that Ghity Stern practiced along~ 
side her husband. Dr. Herbert C. 
Dobrinsky, vice-president for 
university affairs, described 
Ghity .Stern as a ugrand lady," a 
person who was ubeautiful from 
within and without, a real ayshet 
hayil." The caring and sense of 
community Ghity Stern pos~ 

sessed were inborn, passed down 
from her father, Rabbi Moshe 
Avigdor Amid, a former chief 
rabbi of Antwerp and Tel Aviv. 

FEATURES 

lfs, "Wbidi tests were adminis
tered as part of a psyc:ho~ectuca
tional evaluation; T,.ID.e nature of 
tHe learning di.<.>al:Siti:ty; An 
es;pl~nation as to h0w the learn~ 
ing disability affects learning 
and test taking capaBiliities; 

ific recommendations for 
to handle testing or any 

other accommoGl.ation and w 
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American Academy of Art Honors SCW Professor 
continued from front page 

one of them; coincidentally, two 
of his good friends are also recip~ 
ients this year. The award comes 
with a generous prize of fifteen 
thousand dollars, of which sev~ 
·enty five hundred niust be used 
towards a future recording. 
"However," says Glaser, "se~enty 
five hundred is not nearly 
enough to record a CD." Yet the 
honor that comes with such an 
award, he went on to say, can 
easily convince organizations 
dedicated to the preservation 
and production of music to 
donate money towards a record~ 
in g. 

What distinguishes this 
award from other various honors 
in the music worlCI. is the fact 
that it is done through nomina~ 
tion, rather then applying for an 
award directly. In fact, Glaser is 
no stranger to such a process. He 
had applkd for several such 
awards, with little success, · 
before he received the letter 
informing him of the nomination 
for the Academy Award. He put 

the letter aside before he real~ 
ized that this was not another 
standard Dear Jane letter.- "For 
every fifteen to · twenty thanks 

· but no thanks, something like 
this come along," he notes, shak~ 
ing his head in disbelief at the 
near miss of such an opportuni~ 
ty. Upon receiving the official 
nomination, composers are 
urged to send in . two original 
music pieces they consider their 
best work. A jury consisting of 
eight current members of the 
Academy deliberates; and with~ 
in a matter of weeks the recipi~ 
ents are announced. Since it is a 
category separate from any of 
the on~s that are presented dur~ 

. ing the actual Academy Awards, 
the official ceremony for the 
musical awards is to take place 
on May18. 

The musical compositions 
Glaser has created, that have so 
impressed a variety of profes~ 
sional composers and musical 
connoisseurs, are almost exclu~ 
sively chamber music, which 
Glaser prefers to orchestral 
music. "Chamber music," 

remarks Glaser, "is much harder 
to be performed by a large 
ensemble than by a string quar
tet. It allows for a more subtle 
and intimate tone than music 
that is performed by a large 
number of musicians; it is much 
more nuanced." 

Glaser arrived at Yeshiva 
University eight years _ago. He 
first taught at the uptown Will 
Campus, then simultaneously at 
both the Will and Beren cam~ 
puses. Currently, he teaches only 
at Stern, where he says .he has 
seen a surge in enrollment in 
music classes in recent years. 
During any given semester there 
are around seven courses offered, 
ranging from Sense of Music, a 
general knowledge course, to 
Baroque and Classical Music, a 
more in~depth look at individual 
composers. Perhaps this growth 
is due to Glaser's unique teach~ 
ing style that encourages active 
listening and participation, 
rather than lecturing from a 
textbook. "There's no point in 
trying to cram in fifteen hundred 
years' worth of material in .fif~ · 

teen weeks, explained Glaser. "I 
teach according to the Socratic 
method- the more response, the 
better able I am to gauge if the 
students tru.ly understand what 
is being taught." Additionally, 
Glaser often invites composers 
to speak to his classes. 

When asked what his goals 
are for the music department at 
Stern, Glaser thoughtfully 
replied that he would like to find 
a way to get more non~ musically 
inclined students to take music 
courses, as well as expand the 
selection . of courses into differ~ 
ent areas. ui thinlz it's important 
to take· advantage of being in 
New y;ork City," Glaser 
remarkes. "Next semester, I plan 
to invite working musidans to 
come and give informal concerts 
in the lounges of the dormito~ 
ries." 

Glaser's interest in music as 
a teenager did not automatically 
translate into a career for him; he 
had planned to pursue either 
painting or psychology, which· 
he admits is a pair of odd choic~ 
es. However, at the age of seven~ 

teen, he encountered a musical 
score that he found puzzling. A 
piece entitled "Pierrot Lunaire," 
roughly meaning Moonstruck 
Pierrot, a character in 
Commodia dell'arte, an imprcivi~ 

sational Italian musical compo~ 
sition, _"did not conform to con~ 

ventional musical standards," • 
and although he found it quite : 
unsettling, it inspired him to : 
pursue music as a career. Glaser : 
atten'ded Hunter College and : 
Queens Coilege before going : 
onto Columbia University, : 
where he received his DMA, or.': 
doctorate in music, and studied : 
under such famous composers as : 
Mario Davi~ovsky, George 
Edwards, Martin Boykan, and 
Jack Beeson for a total of eight 
years. 

The Academy Award will 
allow Glaser to raise his profile 
in the music world, and "allow 
people to see me in a different : 
way, because I've received this : 
validation," he explaines. To his : 
students, however, no official : 
validation is necessary. 

0 • • 
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_Falun Gong Exposes China's Oppressive Policies 
continued from front page 

Falun Dafa, is a meditative and 
spiritual movement that has 
recently gained popularity 
throughout the world, particu
larly in Asia. It is, according to 
the volunteer newspaper Falun 
Gong Today, a "new interpreta
tion of the ancient Chinese prac
tice of Qi Gong," which is closely 
related to T ai Chi (offered in 
Stern's physical education · 
department). Followers ascertain 
that it was popularized in 1992 
by Mr. Li Hongzhi as a peaceful 
method to acquire inner balance 
as well as emotional and spiritual 
healing. This explanation is cor
roborated by the Encyclopedia 
Britannica which states, "its 
adherents exercise ritually to 
obtain mental and spiritual 
renewal." The philosophy 
believes in developing the three 
basic traits of truthfulness, com
passion and tolerance. It does not 
revolve around any particular 
deity, but rather strives to i.ri.still 
these traits in its practitioners' 
~veryday lives. Though recent in 
development, the movement 
already involves million~ of prac- . 
titioners around the globe. 

However, since July of 1999, 
. the lives of Falun Gong practi
tioners have been far from peace
ful. Jiang Zemin, the leader of the 
Chinese Communist Party at the 
time, felt that this Widespread 
practice posed a threat to his· 
rule. Falun Gong Today reports, 
"He saw in Falun Gong and its 
popularity a challenge to his 
moral and cultural authority -
the practice was rooted in peo
ple's hearts and history, unlike 
communist doctrine." In reac
tion, Zeinin established the "6-10 
Office" as '! base from which to 
launch a massive campaign to 
persecute practitioners. Though 
initially criticized by other mem
bers of China's Communist 
Party, Zemin's campaign was 
able to demonize Falun Dafa 
through brainwashing and prop- · 
aganda, and his policy resulted in 
the widespread arrests, torture 
and killing of its followers. 
Though it is unbelievable that 
such systematic persecution 
exists in today's world, there 
remain thousands upon thou
sands of people held in forced 
labor camps, tortured with 
unthinkable methods, and dehu
manized by Zemin's "security" 
forces. · 

But Zemin's forces have not 
stopped in China. Using tools 
including media propaganda and 
brainwashing in schools, Zemin's 
campaign has recently spread 
across the world, including to the 
United States. A volunteer-creat
ed leaflet about the persecution 
notes that on June 23rd, 2003, ten 
men in New York City started 
beating a Falun Gong practition
er, threatening him with death. 
One of numerous websites func
tioning to report the persecution, 
"Falunlnfo.net," reported that as 
recently as February 6th of this 
year, numerous individuals 
throughout the 'u.S., Canada and 
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Europe received threatening 
phone calls with recorded mes

. sages from China's Communist 
regime. Some Americ.an council
men have reported receiving anti
Falun Gong propaganda as well. 
With such occurrences, surely 
the American government· and, 
all the more so, the Chinese pub
lic, has done somethmg to 
improve the situation? 

The fact is that to a large 
extent, many of the improve
ments are the result of the ·strong 
stance Falon Gong practitioners 
h;we kept throughout the years 
of persecution. While we see 
demonstrators and may ask what 
benefit silently holding signs in 
New York City 
can have, it has 
positively affected 
the situation on. a 
number of levels. 

The demon
strations began in 
the .first month of 
the persecution, 
July 1999. At .first, 

. they solely con
sisted of practi
tioners standing 
in· front of New 
York's Chinese 
Consulate, hold
ing signs and 

leaflets to inform them about 
Falun Gong's true, positive 
natUre. Since then, the effort has 
expanded into a . worldwide 
movement to p:ublicize the hor- · 
rors committed and encourage 
people to stop them. 

The Observer had the oppor
tunity to visit the. Chinese 
Consulate . and speak about the 
protests and their effects with a 
young woman who was demon
strating outside. Yvonne, (her full 
name is omitted out of sensitivity 
to personal security), explained 
that today, demonstrations can 
be found "wherever there are 
[Falun Gong] followers" and in 
"any place where there is a 
[Chinese] embassy." This 
:includes such major U.S. cities as 
Washington D.C. as well as 
countries around the world such 
as Canada, Japan, and Indonesia. 
The Agence France Press report
ed last month that demonstra- · 

tions have even occurred in 
Sydney, Australia. 

According to Yvonne, the 
goals of such demonstrations are 
three-fold. The .first is similar to 
the early efforts, simply to edu
cate people about Falun Gong's 
true nature and combat the nega
tive image the Chinese govern
ment has encouraged. This is 
especially true of the efforts in 
America, where many Chinese 
citizens who do not practice 
Falun Dafa come to visit. Yvonne 
and other demonstrators hope 
that such people will read their 
pamphlets and be exposed to the 
truth, so that when they return 
to China, they · will be another 

broadcast the ideas behind their 
movement to the public. 
However, the writer used the 

· word ':hijacked," an adjective 
that suggests terrorists taking 
over a plane rather than ~ perse~ 
cuted spiritual group defending 
itself against an authoritarian 
government. While the Times 
coverage may be confusing, many 
other news services choose not to 
focus on the issue at all. 

But while factual education 
has often remained limited to the 
words of Falun Gong members 
themselve.s, there are other goals 
in the demonstrations. The sec
ond goal is to make an impact on 
a political level. The most direct 

Top: Gong protestors reenact tortures 

tactic used to 
accomplish this 
is standing in 
front of the 
New York 
Consulate on 
42nd and 12th 
A venue every 
single day of 
the year, no 
matter the 
weather. It was 
actually very 
cold and snow
ing the day the 
Observer spoke 
with Yvonne, 

Bottom: Falun Gong members practice meditation 

force fighting against the govern
ment's schemes. 

In America, this method of 
publicizing is especially impor
tant, since the facts are confusing 
to unfamiliar non-practitioners 
who rely on the traditional news 
sources for information. For 
instance, The New York Times 
has written about the issue in the 
years since 1999, but has notably 
avoided taking definite sides on 
the subject. For instance, a July 
2001 issue reported 14 deaths of 
Falun Gong followers in Chinese 
labor camps. The writer stated 
that the Chinese government 
attributed it to a mass suicide, 
while United States Falun Gong 
followers maintained that sui
cide is forbidden in the beliefs of 
Falun Gong and the l4 were actu
ally tortured to death. In 2003 
The Times reported on a Falun 
Gong takeover of a Chinese gov
ernment television station to 
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and there were still a number of 
loyal practitioners, braving the 
cold for the sake of their endan
gered brethren. "It is a continu
ous appeal," remarked Yvonne, 
noting that making a difference 
on a government levt!l is a partic
ularly _ gradual process. 
Nonetheless, a dent has, in fact, 
already been made. 

Falun Gong Today reports. 
. their major political accomplish

ments: Between 2001 and 2003, a 
number of American lawsuits 
were filed by district courts 
against visiting members of the 
Chinese government, including 
Jiang Zemin himself. Though ini
tially, in September 2003, it was 
ruled that American courts must 
grant immunity for people like 
Zemin, there is now an effort 
appealing to· the International 
Criminal Court "investigating 
the establishment of ·an ad-hoc 
tribunal. Letters were also sub-

· mitted to th~ United Nations 
Human Rights Commission 
requesting assistance with legal 
initiatives against Jiang." As more 
of the atrocities become public 
knowledge, perpetrators are 
being held more accm,mtable for 
their actions by countries world
wide and :will hopefully be forced 
to stop altogether. Despite the 
lack of press coverage, the United 
.States government has already 
passed two unanimous motions 
regarding the persecutions: one 
urging China to stop them and 
one banning the harassment of 
Falun Gong practitioners on U.S. 
soil. · 

Additionally, the U.S. State 
Department's 2004 Country 
Report on Human Rights repeat
edly acknowledges and criticizes 
the atrocities that are committed 
by the Chinese Government,.par
ticularly toward Falun Gong. It 
affirms, "tens of thousands of 
practitioners remained incarcer
ated in prisons, extrajudicial 
reeducation-through-labor 
camps, and psychiatric facilities." 

· The report blames hundreds of 
deaths on "torture, ·abuse, and 
neglect" during the course of the 
persecution. It notes that the 

·Chinese government has also 
attempted to deny nongovern
mental organizations to "monitor 
human rights conditions," an 
effort hurting endeavors to stop 
the persecution. 

But even when practical 
efforts are not fully successful, 
demonstrators like Yvonne have 
one more goal, one that we, the 
rally-attending, Israel-support
ing students of Yeshiva 
University, can probably relate to 
most: showing solidarity with 
their brothers and sisters in trou-

- ble. Though telling others of the 
atrocities· suffered is punishable 
in Chinese law by arrest and even 
death, survivors continue to 
write down their stories and 
photograph their wounds to 
spread the word. Yvonne herself 
said that even giving reports to 
inquisitive passers-by (such as 
our own Observer reporters) is a 
risk, as anyone could be a mes~ 
senger of "the other side." Despite 
this, protesters continue to sup
port each other and the families 
of victims by standing together 
and spreading the word. The . 
accounts and photographs, states 
Yvonne, are things "we definitely 
treasure." 

Readers are encouraged to 
take a stand to stop atrocities to 
which our own people have said 
"never again." Letters can be 
written to your local congress
man (contact information attain
able from 'www.congress.org) or 
the President, at The White 
House 1600 Pennsylvania Ave. 
NW Washington DC 20500. 
More d~tails can be found in 
leaflets and newspapers distrib
uted by demonstrators, and 
words of support always make a 
difference. 
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SCW Promotes C 
,£onriJlW:JJrom front puge 

ute," said SCW Dean: Karen 
Bacon. "'Ihen, u~timat:ely when 
everybody undlttstands, the vet~ 
ting service will just serve for 
students as a deterrent not to 
become sloppy o:r;- not to do, 
under extreme pressure, things 
that are Ul;lethicttl." 

be careless ·jffid: wdlate the mles aea(je1n'i5;: tntegrity:: to en~oqr~~e nO:t pose a challenge at .. S'nru:n 
of acarle~c tr:rt egrity ," she ~tier awareness, In additio-~ g,l:ven tlie Jaatw:e Qf the es~ailishr 
explained:. She believes that in th€¥ nope that Twnitin "Will m®t. "I think that th'ef\:n.>t.Hlat 
this respect, much of the prob~ Iorce professors an.d srodents to Stern is a religious instituri:on is 
lem stems from students who do hav€ a hard conversation about a tremendous benefit in adckesa~ 
~ot know the rules of attribu- these issues, a .conversation that ing these problems because the 
tion. is difficult to conduct, "We vast majority of Stern srudertts 

The reason for students' wor,ey that it Vl)]ll mess things up have a very strong sense of 
ignorance on this topic partly by taliki:o.g about the bad morality," he explained 

former SCW polJ . at we'll imply tq opr At sch0ols like 
icy AP exemptions, that ~e don'r 't:rusl:i m;:rd Reed: there is a de 
according tG · Hatvary~ Students them,"' Ladin explaiJred, desrob~ eated policy fot plagiarism:. If a 
who scored a four or five on their ing some faculty's hesitation. studetit is accused, an investiga~ 
AP English exam in high .school "All of us at the faculty meeting tion is opened by a joint srudent 
do not have to take English feel very strongly that trUst and a a;nd faculty committee. The 
Composition 1100, a policy con- real affectation is the basis for accused student is require-d 'to 
sistent With many American uni_, our relations to our students:'' prove his innocence befote this 
versities~ The assumption was .According to La din, this eommittee or otherwise face sus

NEWS 

unifonnly. "I thihk a: ttrilform set 
of :penalties .should be developed 
by the faculty ;md aQmi:tri:stra~ 
tion, and the instructor's choice 
should be limited," Shlltz said. 
"There can be different penalties 
for different cases, but these dis
tinctions should be pelled out." 

The system is not a cure to 
the preblem aece1>ding to many 
faculty members such as pi:Ulos~ 
ophy professor David Shatz. 
." ... We might be sending the mesJ 
sage that our interest is in catch~ 
ing students rather than in get~ 
ting them to see the Halakhic 
and ethical offensiveness of what 
they a~e: do:b;J:g," he said, para~ 

~ phrasing a pofut brought up by 
· his colleagu~ a:tr tfl.!!lliacalcy meet
ing. 

that in q'(:r~ AP' course, students mtRlal c:qlture of academie ~ ~e:p:sien, loss of scltola 
were tA:u:f\t to W'rite lengthy il'lt1(~rity h:rts Eeen established at ~alsio)1 depend:i:ttg o:a 

:ts thereby learning; P'~<;~etl;m Univ~rsity and It~ iHU:s is thefirst offense. 

Senior ?Vfichelle Sadoff 
believes part of th~ f!1!0blem 
comes from favoritism a\llcl au~ 
form policy might hdp combat 
this. "There is a lot of favoritism 
based on hocker status," she said. 
'Their families are dose to the 
administration, they're close to 
the administration and 'some
times for financial reasons. I 
mean if everyone reeetved an F 
£0r plagiarism, people '\M'au['dn't 
plagiarize so rp.uc:h." 

• 

. The resolution and imple~ 
mentation of ttls service comes 
i'n response to what someJaculty 
and administration fed is a 
growing problem of plagiarism 
among sew stUdents and the 
academic world at large. In facti, 
according £0 s~sties available , 
on the Tumi~ 'W.el5site '"In 
recent nati.Dn.ttf suJWeys, over . 
one~third of aU' students have 
admitted to cheating on assign
ments by plagiarizing material 
from the Internet. Almost three~ 
fourths of all stl:}dents surveyed 
say that at leaost 'some' of their 
fellow students cheat." 

There are .!;).(;) stati:stties :avail-
able from S~:em as t0 the number 
of students caught plagiarizing, 
but many faculty believe that the 
number is gr0wing. Bacon 
believes.that part of the problem 
arises from the availability of 
Internet resources. UWith the 
Internet and the ability to cut 
and paste, students <l!e doing all 
kinds of things that are making -
it' easier .for dr~m tCJ create~ the 
paper bttt also U"l;ll:ke it easier to 

attri rules. In reality, CoR~ge, places where h€~ 1n Stern there is n:.oe a j:iJ'l1~ 
SCW !:u:seovere9 that JJ?.OSt stu~ taught plleviously. "Those insa.-, [QJ:ID pro~eedure or p0licy far stu~ 
dents exempted from the course tutions have very strongly and l:lents &caught plagiarizing, 
had nett acqu:i;l;ed these skills in · serk>usly articulated the mural though the academic integrity 

·high schoal. '~As . soon as we responsibilities of students in ;pamphlet does o.Ifer punishment 
found out, we did something," relation to their academic work," guidelines. Some administration; 
said Hatvary. "We just didn't he saiel. This, he believes, is still -and faculty prefer this more ftex~ 
know.,; "JQ adclress this ptolDlem,, lack.ing at Stern College, ibl~ approach. "I th:inl<. tr Will 
SCW, aa o'f S<itptember 2004, Hi!i!\\tever, through the adoption llemain with the :fuculty 
:r~~;tl.i:li's ~t:uel<i!mts e.xem:t;>,ted , 'Jii:m;: and :rew.~;iti:ng tla~ tr.tl d'ectch~ on the :ultima 
froiD. COJUP, l'lOO to take a f\?lu.r~ ]1)1imphlet on academic . lV1:1cause there ru;e diffetenti 
week seminar at· the Writting integrity, among other efforts; oE violation," Bacon sai'd. 
Center, a cou.rse which devotes a the ttd:tninistration and faculty "Sdmetimes students just have a 
significant amount of time t0 hope to work toward arti<:ulat~ . ~erfectly done paper, and. they 
teaching dtation rules. ing this kind of moral value. slip 'in one place." When an 

fn tenus of the project's long Ladin compared this objec~ entire paper is plagiari2'ed, 
term goal, the faculty and admin- tive to the way Stem has con- Bacon said most faculty are 
istration. want to develop . a v~yed the value of the dress code. inclined to give the stude;at an F. 
motal culture at Ste.rn that urges "'I weuld be stunned if th.ere was La din also believes it is 
the stude:titr body to take viola, a Stern student not aware of the itnJ?ortant that faculty m.a:b;J:tl'!:i:l.'l: 
tions of academic: integrity seri- cl'ress code," he said "'You look this freedom. "It's generaiTy felt 
ously. "The discussions llhat led around, you see examples of it, that having a rigid mandat0ry 
to the proposal all had to do with you see awareneS:s of it. If you're sentmcing policy will be coun
a wide campaign to change the not conforming t9 the dress code terprOO.uctive, he explained "It 
culture at Stem, to educate stu- you look around and are aware is the responsibility of the pro
dents as to the meaning and you're out." Ladin would like fessor to diagnose what that 
importance of academic integri~ students who da not follow the instance of plagiarism needs>" 
ty," said Professor Jay Ladin of honor code ta feel a similar social On the other hand, some fac-
the English department. In this pressure. ulty disagree with Bacon and 
vein, Ladirr and Hatvary are I.:adin added that he believes Ji.adin, and think that punisn> 
rewritiJ.tg the sew pamphlet on achi'eving this atmosphere Will ments should be applied more 

Shatz also bel.Iev:es it is 
~portant to have serious :penal
ties especially in light of the 
institution's religious status. 
"The fact that plagiarism violates 
1 or-ah values in additi.ou. to gen~ 
eral standards of integticy pow~ 
erfully reinforces the ideal th.at 

·we must impose strong meas~ 
ures,'' he said. ''We el.S~JC 
should nor be more letti.ent in our 
response than other colleges 
are." 

Ultimately, the faculty and 
administration want t9 focus on 
facilitating a strong relationship 
between faculty and students 
and not punishment. "'f they're 
[srudents] under extreme pres~ 
sure for whatever rsason ;:!Jld 
c~n't meet a deadline, come. for
ward an.d talk to the instructor," 
said Bacon. "Just don't violate 
what is a relationship between a 
student and faculty member that 
the material you're submitting is 
honestly your own." · 

' -•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SSSB 

FASHION SHO"W" 
FASHIONS 
~y 

1Eit1JOW 
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-BY 
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JEWELRY 
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"-1W'A.I.IM01t D£S1&i'S 

Wed~,. A.pri1 f::."th 

Look~ng ~or mode,s and backstage he,p!!!!! 
Cowta.c.+- · 

J~ie-c.hu\.a..\;.~~ai1-co .. or Ca.11 (201)72.3-81J08 

F1U!'E -tor ~e...t~ fD 

~ar~ -ape.,@ 7:00 p......_ 
Sba'\!'l'·a::t 7£'30 ., ........ 

I:.Oc.a::tiav.: Sc::.batteiii'S'i:ei., Cultvra.1 Cevte.
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Pulitzer Prize Winner Lectures at SCW 
continued from front page 

suite. Jack Snyder, the Robert 
and Renee Belfer Professor of 
International Relations at 
Columbia University, one of the 
top international relations schol~ 
ars in the country, along with 
Kenneth Roth, the executive 
director of Human Rights 
Watch, consented to debate the 
issue of human rights and sover~ 
eignty at Stern College. 

On February 23 at 8:00 pm, 
the first lecture in the series took 
place. The debate between Roth 
and Snyder consisted of a 20~ . 
minute presentation by each, and 
then Snyder and Roth each had 
the opportunity for a five~ minute 
rebuttal. Roth explained that 
although one can be an advocate 
of human rights, one can also be 
pro~sovereignty. · He described 
Human Rights Watch as nof 
being a solely pacifist organiza~ 
tio:n, since there are times when 
the organization advocates for 
war, providing that it is just. 

Roth offered some criteria 
that enables one to decide if a 
war is warranted, and when it is 
just to place human rights before 
sovereignty. For instance, if there 
is an imminent· threat of mass 
slaughter, then one has the abili~ 
ty to engage in war on condition 
that intentions are purely for a 
humanitarian cause. The people 
engaging in war must also ensure . 
that they are abiding by interp.a~ 
tional law. Furthermore, they 
must consider the ·outcome of the 
war. Will the reperc~ssions of 
the war negatively influence the 
world at large? Roth cited the 
example of fighting a war with 
Chechnya, which would very 
likely cause a nuclear war. In 
cases as extreme as Chechnya; it 
obviously would be ill planned to 
declare war .. 

Additionally, Roth discussed 
the institution of an intemation~ 
al criminal tribunal. . According 
to his .Philosophy, the U.S. owes 
it to the victims of terror to pun~ 
ish the terrorists for their crimes. 
Roth hopes that punishing ter~ 
rorists will serve as a deterrent 
for future acts of terrorism, and 
views it as the only way to end 
the genocide in Darfur, Sudan. 

Snyder, however, <;:!aimed 
that there is evidence to prove 

that International Criminal 
Tribunals are ineffective. Upon 
examining the Rwandan tribu~ 
nal, it clearly displays the ineffi~ 
cacy of the International 
Criminal Courts. The same eth~ 
nic groups contiime to battle in 
East Congo. The ICC provides a_ 
"learned political lesson, not a 
legal lesson" remarked Snyder. 
For example; the Serbs believe 
that The Hague is merely the 
Westerners imposing Western 
rule upon them, but they do not 
consider it to . be their law. 
Sometimes granting the party 
amnesty is the best solution. 
Snyder concluded that a better 

· protocol needs to be constructed, 
in addition to the ICC, to guaran~ 
tee that genocide does not occur 
in the future. 

Upon the conclusion of the 
debate, the floor was open to stu~ 
dents to engage the debaters 
with questions. Daves com~ 
mented on students' questions: 
"[Snyder and Roth] are busy guys 
and they are not easily 
·impressed ... the quality of ques~ 
tions was excellent ... they were 
probing and challenging and dis~ 
played high level thinking." 

The efforts of the faculty to 
enhance the learning experience 
here at sew are apparent and 
truly laudable. Student Eliana 
Baer notes she is "thankful to 
Stem's intense effort to broaden 
the horizons of the · student 
body." In accordance with this 
high standard, the second lectur~ 
er of the series was Samantha 
Power, a graduate of Yale 
University and Harvard Law 
School. She is the winner of both 
the 2003 Pulitzer Prize and 
National Book ·Critics Circle 
Award for General Nonfiction for 
her book, "A Problem from Hell: 
America and the Age of 
Genocide." From 1993~ 1996 she 
covered the wars in the former 
Yugoslavia as a reporter for the 
Boston Globe, US News and 
World - Report and the 
Economist. Power was also the 
founding Ex~cutive Director of 
the Carr Center for Human 
Rights Policy (1998~ 2002) in the 
JFK School of Government at 
Harvard. 

Aside for students from 
Beren and Will campuses, many 

non~c~llegiates ~i:tended Power's 
lecture. Most were pleased with 
the · impressive . speaker. 
Audience member Michael Saro 
had read'the details concerning 
the lecture in the Nt;w York 
Times Magazine before attend~ -
ing. "It must be su~h an honor for 
your university to host such an 
important i:J?-dividual," he 
remarked. SCW student Gali 
Portnoy stated, "This is an 
important milestone for Stern to 
host such an important speaker, 
it shows us Sterns' coiill.lljtment 
to human rights." 

Prior to the lecture, a special 
dinner was held for the students 
of Professor Daves' H,uman 
Rights and Sovereignty class, as 
well as the board members. After 
the dinner-Dr. t uders mentioned, 
"It was quite enjoyable. I was 
not at Power's table but l had a 
delightful supper with several 
students and my new colleague 
Prof. Evan Resnick, who teaches 
International Relations." 

After Daves introduced 
Power, she posed a question for 
the audience to keep in mind 
throughout the lecture: Can the 
US respond to genocide in an age 
of terror, assuming that the age of 
terror began on 9/ll? Has 9/ll 
brought a net good or bad in pre~ 
vention of genocide? Power stat~ 
ed that in order for genocide to 
be taken seriously it must . be 
declared a priority. "American 
policymakers have a toolbox at 
their disposal, yet it remained 
shut in the 20th century," she 
said. Power explained that there 
has been a gap between being 
able to convert the knowledge 
that people hold regarding the 
atrocities being committed, and 
mobilizing people to take action: 
For three and a half years, 
Clinton allowed the sla~ghter of 
Bosnians until it became too 
costly to be a bystander. There 
were but a few instances in the 
1990's in which the world saw a 
humanitarian intervention, such 
as Australian involvment in East 
Timor in 1999. One common the~ 
ory, according to Power, is "sta~ 
bility of the graveyard," meaning 
that genocide is a better option -
than civil war .. Therefore, Power 
suggested, usually no nation 
becomes involved in intervention 

measures until "the cost of stay~ 
ing out is greater than staying~-" 

The crux of the lecture dis~ 

cussed all the· different methods 
the us can employ to stop geno~ 
cide. Power used the parable of a 
toolbox filled with the tools of 
asset freezing ancl sanctioning. 
The US, she stressed, needs to 

. open that toolbox and utilize its 
contents. 

While researching ·in 
Zimbabwe, Power was told by 
President Robert Mugabe that he 
wishes Al Qaeda would set them~ 
selves up in Zimbabwe in orde:r 
to draw some attention to the 
mass slaughters taking place. The 
us seems to only intervene in a 
countr)r if its own enemies, such 
as Al Qaeda, are controlling the 

-situation. This emphasizes the 
need of foreign aid in countries 
plagued by genocide. 
Additionally, · the bystander 
problem is not one that is limited 
to the US and other world pow~ 
er{S. The middle~tiered countries 
have the ability to aid countries 
in need, yet they repeatedly stand 
witness to the genocide. 

"America's innocence is shat~ 
tered," said Power of September 
II, 2001. If something this cata~ 
strophic could occur on 
American soil then there must be 
a flaw in the global system, she 
explained. Currently, the US 
needs to assess the change ip. for~ 
eign policy that has occurred in 
our country since September lith 
2001. America formerly acted in 
regard to oil, but now needs to 
act on. freedom. There is an 
increased interest in aiding other 
countries as opposed to being 
preoccupied with self~aggran~ 
dizement. In the aftermath of 
September II, American global 
awareness has increased. 
However, this increased aware~ . 
ness has not translated into mobi~ 
lization. Currently there are 
more than two riilllion people 
affected by the humanitarian cri~ 
sis in Darfur, Sudan. The US 
needs · to reconcile the system so 
that there is greater accountabil~ 
ity of the abusing parties. 
Policies do not erp_erge one by 
one; there is a linkage, a grouping 
of policies. Power suggested the . 
assessment of policies "a 1~ carte." 
The US, Power commented, has 

the ability to step forward, and it 
is about time that they do. 

-Power's speech was met 
with resounding applause and 
·the floor was then open for ques~ 
tions. Each question was given 
thoughtful consideration and 
answered in a respectable man~ 
ner, regardless of the tone of the 
que!)tion. By ~he sound of the 
applause in the room, ·there was 
no doubt that the evening had 
been a complete success. "She is 
brilliant," said Molly Fink, 
President of SCW Student 
Council, "she straddled between 
Democrat and Republican and 
she really stood for core values, 
not just an ideal." 

Aside from her dynamic 
speech, Power's availability fol~ 

. lowing her lecture was quite 
impressive to all. After entertain~ 
ing questions, she mingled with 
students and faculty and con~ 
ducted a book signing. Marcia 
Robbins~ Will said, "She was 
excellent, informative, fabulous, 
well spoken, and enthusiastic." 
Her sincerity and concern about 
the subject matter she discussed 
clearly inspired students. Cindy 
Bernstein found her to be 
"empowering, she gives us a 
sense of motivation an_d aware~ 
ness for events going on in the 
world. She also gives us the feel~ 
ing that we as students _really can 
make a difference." 

· _ Events such as these require 
an exorbitant ainount of plan~ 
ning time and financial support. 
Credit is due to Daves for his tire~ 
less efforts on behalf of the uni~ 
versity. Luders noted, "Professor 
Daves has dedicated himself to 
the improvement of the Political 
Science Department in a mamier 
that is truly above and beyond 
the call of duty; he has con~ 
tributed to the vibrancy of public 
affairs discussions on campus". 

This is only the be~g of 
many more exciting events to 
come. Two or three Stem alum~ 

nae involved in public affairs, 
government, and international 
relations research will be coming 
to speak. Be sure to look out for 
the upcoming lecturers in the 
Women in Public and 
International Affairs Speaker 
Series. 

A Panel Discussion: Religious Issues Facing the State of Israel 
continued from back page 

morale, viewed negatively in 
ha!akhic literature. -

Rabbi Lamm partially chal~ 
lenged Rabbi Blau's position, 
declaring that the government 
has the status of melechb'goyim (a 
non~ Jewish monarchy) and not 
the status of melech b'yisrael. 
Nonetheless, the concept of dina 
d'malchuta dina (the obligation to -
obey the law of the land) still 
applies and therefore the sol~ 

diers would be obligated to lis~ 
ten to some commands of the 
government. Soldiers must 
therefore obey only those laws 
which do not run counter to 
Torah guidelines, as well as non~ 
discriminatory laws. Since ·the 
current government has declared 
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that every soldier must carry out majority of army generals stand 
the orders~ from the most secu~ behind the government's deci~ 
lar to the most observant~ there . sion. It would also be wrong to 
would ·be no reason for a soldier destroy what has come to be a 
to disobey orders on the grounds unifying force in a country 
of there being any type of dis~ plagued by divisiveness. Rabbi 
crimination. . Charlap was also of the opinion 

Addressing the concern that no soldier should refuse 
that a soldier may be afraid to . orders- but any soldier who 
disobey the demands of his or decides to do so must accept all 
her rabbi, Rabbi Lamm noted of the repercussions of such 
that rab]Jis are generally experts behavior. 
in ha!akha and should only be Bringing up an interesting 
making ·decisions concerning point concerning· the issue of 
military politics -if they are giving Israeli .territory to non~ 
experts in that area as well. It Jews, Rabbi Lamm pointed out 
would be incorrect for rabbis to an incident in ·Kings I where 
use the opinions of individual King Solomon offers a nuinber of 
generals· opposed to disengage~ . cities in the Galilee (territory 
ment as support for their that is clearly within the bound~ 
demands on soldiers to disobey aries of ancient Israel) to the 

Although Chiram turns down_ 
the offer, none of the commenta~ 

tors seem to object to King 
Solomon's initial offer to transfer 
Jewish territory to a gentile king. 

Reacting to Lariun's state~ 

ment, Rabbi Charlap pointed 
out the possibility that the dis~ 
cussion never arose amongst the 
commentators because the land 
was never actually handed over 
to Chiram. Had the transaction 
actually gone through, perhaps 
traditional commentators would 
have made some noise about it. 
Concerning the issue of land for 
peace, Rabbi Blau offered the 
opinion of Rav Soloveichik, who 
maintained that the Israeli gov~ 

ernment is entitled to give up 
land if the feel it to be a neces~ 

orders, especially since the gentile Chiram, the king ofT zor. sary measure in the attainment 
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of peace. 
The back~and~forth went on 

for well over an hour, with many 
heated moments, comments and 
rebuttals. Arms kept shooting 
up as students eagerly expressed 
their thoughts and posed their 
questions. Racheli Davies, a 
sophomore at Stem, believes she 
was lucky to have the opportu~ 

. nity to learn more about the reli~ 
gious aspects of issues often dis~ 
cus:;;ed in a more political con~ 

text. With the' handing over of 
two West ~ank cities 0 ericho 
and Tul Karm) to the Palestinian · 
Authorities 'scheduled to take 
place some time in the very near 
future, this event could not have 
been scheduled at a more appro~ 

priate time. 
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Jews Worldwide Celebrate· Siyum HaShas 
Blaming the 
Office of the 

By Shoshana Fruchter 

Tuesday evemng, 20 Adar I, . 
March 1, marked the eleventh 
siyum hashas, the completion of 
the entire· Babylonian Talmud in 
a daf yomi (page~a~day) cycle. 
Public gatherings to celebrate 
the achievement were held in 
over forty cities across North 
America. · Stretching ' from 
Calgary, Alberta to Boca Raton, 
Florida, these gatherings were 
attended by more than 100,000 
Jews, while the same number eel~ 
ebrated in numerous countries 
across the hemisphere. 

Many of the siyumim world~ 
wide included satellite hook~ups 
to the largest public celebrations, 
sharing the Torah insights of · 
notable scholars and leaders in 
the Orthodox Jewish communi~ 
ty. 

The grandest of all the gath~ 
erings was held in the arena of 
Madison . Square Garden in 
Midtown · Manhattan . 
Sponsored by Agudath Israel of 
America, the siyum hashas was 
held where the unlikely N.Y. 
Knicks had beaten the LA. 
Lakers in overtime just the night 
before. 

The daf yomi is a relatively 
new concept in Torah study, as 
"the daf was only canonized by 
the Vilna printing of the Talmud 
in the mneteenth century; it was 
only then that "tz.urat hadaf," .the 
specific layout of each page, was 
established. With the text of the 
Talmud in the center flanked on 
both sides by medieval commen~ 
taries, the Talmud became a 2 7ll 
double~sided~paged volume. ' 

Innovated by Rabbi Meir 
Shapiro, dean of the famed 
Yeshivat Chachmei Lublin in 
Poland, the dafyomi project aimed 
at encouraging the lay~man to 
commit to serious Torah study 
each day by setting a specific 
"daf to be studied by all partici~ 
pants. Studying a "daf' a day . 
would enable completion of the 
entire T alm11d in a seven~and~a~ 
half year cycle. Rabbi Shapiro 
introduced;his plan to the lead~ 
ing scholars of his generation, 
including the Chaf€tz Chaim, 
Rebbe of Tchorkov and Rebbe of 
Gur at the World Congress of 
Agudath Israel in 1923. The idea 
of daf yomi was extremely well 
received and plans were made to 
set the daf into motion on the fol~ 
lowing New Year, Rosh Hashana 
5764. 

Rabbi Shapiro, in his presen~ 
tation, explained the magnitude 
of the project, "If the entire 
observant community every~ 

where, in every single location 
where observant Jews exist on 
this Earth, will study the same daf 
of Talmud on the same 
day ... could we have a better way 
of bringing Jewis}.l hearts into 
one great, harmonious union?" 
Indeed Rabbi Shapiro's dream 
helped to contribute a s·ense of a 
global Je\\j.s)l comm~rnty. 

Tuesday night-was,evidence 
of that su_3:cess. Jews from all 
over the world uruted to cele~ 

brate the siyum has has, Torah 
learning in general and most 
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importantly the unity of the 
nation of Israel. "Look around 
this room ·and capture the site," 
urged Executive Vice President 
of Agudath Israel Rabbi Shmuel 
Bloom, 'jews of every back~ 

ground, with different head cov~ 
erings have gathered together 
with one purpose." Rabbi 
Ephraim Wachsman, speaking at 
the Continental Airlines Arena 
delivered moving introductor; 
remarks in the same vein. 
Stressing the "single heart" of the 
entire nation of Israel, Rabbi . 
Wachsman reminded the atten~ 
dants that although geography 
and politics might separate Jews 
in daily life, they are all bonded 
by an illustrious - though some~ 
times tumultuous - past and 
fateful future. 

In recognition of that shared 
past, the siyum was dedicated to 
the six million· Jews who per~ · 

ished in the Holocaust, as it has 
been since the seventh siyum 
hashas held in 1975. "[This siyum 
is] a mammoth gathering cele~ 
bni.ting a mammoth achievement, 
but after a mammoth loss," began 
Rabbi Matisyahu Salmon, mash
giach in Beth Medrash Govoha of 
Lakewood, referring to the. sys~ 
tematic destruction of European 
Jewry. Rabbi Gedaliah 
Weinberger, chairman of the Daf 
Yomi Commission, noted the jar~ 
ring fact that a greater number of 
Jews than all those gathered in 
Madison Square Garden for this 
celebration were killed in just 
one day of the war. "Then, as 
now, we gather 1'kadesh shem 
shamayim," to sanctify God's 
name, affirmed Rabbi 
Wachsman, "then: before slaugh~ 
ter, now: to thank, praise, honor, 
exalt and extol God's name." 
These poignant messages were 
emphasized by t!J.~ satellite pic~ 
ture of the siyum hashas being c_el~ 

ebtated at Yeshivat Chachmei 
Lublin in Poland. . 

Tuesday's internationally 
synchronized siyum was not only 
testament to the Jewish people's 
survival, but also to their grow~ 
ing dedication. Though not all 
who were present had commit~ 
ted to the seven~and~a~half year 
cycle, all were encouraged to 
learn daily. The articulate and 
inspiring Rabbi Yissocher Frand 
of Yeshivat Ner Yisrael in 
Baltimore stated, "We all must 
leave [the siyum] committed to 
learn more, we must leave 
inspired to do more," reiterating, 
"It's never too late, never too lit~ 
tle, and never enough." 

Indeed, Torah learning has 
boomed in the past few years as 
the number of Jewish books and 
classes multiply weekly. Much 

Registrar: 
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Fair or Not? 
credit is due to publishing com~ 
panies, most notably 

By N eharna Cohen 

There is a topic of con versa~ 
tion frequently discussed on the 
Beren Campus, one that evokes 
strong emotions in undergradu~ 
ates. Frustrated students often 
blame the Office of . the 
Registrar for many transcript, 
registration and credit prob~ 
lems. The Office of the 

Artscroll/Mesorah Publications, 
which literally -translated the 
Talmud, and were thanked pub~ 
licly at the siyum by Agudath 
Israel's Rabbi Yaakov Perlow. 
The 73 volume ' set of the 
Schottenstein English edition of 
the. Talmud will be completed 
this year after fifteen years of 
work. In addition, daily dafyomi · 
lectures total more than six hun~ 
dred in North America alone 
according to the list of teacher~ Registrar, whose functions 
in the publication received at the include maintaining the aca~ 
siyum. One of the most unusual demic records of all students, 
classes meets on a specific . coordinating registration, i,ssu~ 
Manhattan~ bound car of the ing diplomas, transcripts, . and 
Long Island Rail Road each certifications· of current enroll~ 
morning. On www.e~daf.com melit , schedul.iilg campus teach~ 
that ck.y's page of the Talmud can ing spaces and coordinating the 
be accessed or printed or even publication of course schedules 
explained in English, Hebrew, each semester, is usually con~-
Yiddush or French. On demned for troubles ranging 
www.dafyomi.org one can hear from transcripts sent out late to 
any page of the Talmud explained long lines for course changes. 
in English. But is it fair to hold the Office of 

The four~and~a~lialf~hour the Registrar accountable for 
long siyum began with the after~ problems such as these? Or are 
noon services, ended with the the students ·quick to make 
evening prayers and included accusations? 
more than ten sp-eakers in Most complaints directed 
between. Immediately after the against the office center around 
last few lines of the Talmud were transcripts, which, according to 
learned and the text marking the students, are sent to graduate 
completion of a tractate was said schools notoriously late, often 
·h h d f ' affecting the · admission's t e t ousan s o Jews in 
Madison Square Garden began process. Michelle Faber·, a sen~ 
singing in celebration. On the . ior at SCW majoring · in bio~ 
men's side of the partition chemistry, initially believed that 
friends, family, and "strangers" - her transcripts were not sent 
grabbed hands to dance together. qut .on ~time. ReJ:Uriring to the 
Though the women did not have- Office of . the Registtar . to 
much room to dance, a small cir~ inquire about the 'status of her 
de formed to . sing and dance request, Faber was informed 
together. "I thought it was so that the ~elay was d~e to _.the 
nice . that the women . even fact that she was not financially 
though they didn't actually com~ · -~ cleared with the university, and 
plete shas themselves - and therefo~e her request to have the 
despi~e the fact that some might trans::npts sent out was not 
have wanted to ~hile for some it processed. "I was not aware of 
was the farthes~ thing from their this rule and therefore my tran~ 
_mind - yve all danced together scri€ts were not a~le to b,7 sent 
in .. celebration , commented out, Faber explarned. Once 
Racheli Davies,' , sophomore at this issue was solved iny tran~ 
sew. scripts were sent out within the 

Thanks to Stern's Torah time frame guaranteed by the 
Activities Council (TAC), which Office of the Registrar." 
bought tickets for Madison Similarly, Ariela Adler, a 
Square Garden, fifty students senior at SCW majoring in hiol~ 
were able to attend the siyum. An ogy with a minor in psychology, 
unexpected number of women requested to have a transcript 
were interested in attending, and sent out to a graduate school 
there were not enough available . during reading week of the Fall 
tickets. "I will make note to 2004 semester. The tr:anscript 
whoever is TAC: President in was slotted to be released as 
seven~and~a~half years that she soon as her professors submit~ 
should buy more tickets next ted her final grades to the Office 
time," said Aliza Abrams, presi~ of the Registrar. "It took a long 
dent oft A C. time for certain professors to 

submit the final grades, and the 
Office ofthe Registrar was only 
able to send out my transcript a 
month into the Spring 2004 

Start preparing: the next 
siyum is set for 14 Av, 5772, 
August 2, 2012. 
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semester," Adler explained. She 
continued to clarify that profes
sors should be required to hand 
in grades within an allotted 
time period to. ensure t;hat stu~ 

dents applying to graduate 
schools can send their applica~ 

tiOJ.].S in on time. 
Ilana Fister, a junior at 

sew majoring in biology with a 
shaped major in biophysics, said 
her experience with the Office 
of the Registrar has been posi~ 
tive. "I never experienced a 
problem with transcripts that I 
have requested, they have been · 
sent out on time and I was noti~ 
fied when they were available 
for me to come pick them up," 
she explained. Fister advised 
that "in order to avoid stress 
and frustrations students 
should try to go to the Office of 
the Registrar during off~peak 
times." 

According to Ruth 
Glick, an employee of tht:; Office 
of the Registrar for the last 27 
years, the problem with tran
scripts stems from students 
who wait until the last possible 
moment to request them. These 
students then become anxious 
and nervous when their tran~ 
scripts are not sent immediate~ 

ly, and can miss graduate school 
deadlines. Glick, who is 
responsible for compiling a 
complete record of students' 
transcripts and grades, pr~cess~ 
ing requests for letters of gradu~ 
ation and attendance as well as 
dealing with problems of regis~ 
tration and program changes, 
recommended that "students 
should plan ahead . in order to 
avoid rushing requests." 

Although blaming the 
Office of the Registrar may seem 
reasonable at first, careful inves~ 
tigation reveals several factors 
surrounding students' com~ 

plaints. Taking precautionary 
steps such as planillng ahead 
will further ensure that requests 
are handled correctly and on 
time. 
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' · By Ilana Levin 

Braving the begirnrings of a 
snowstorm and Manhattan rush 
hour, 20 Yeshiva University 
undergraduates set out for , 
Washington D.C. Monday after
noon on February 28 for a two
day trip to observe the U.S. 
Supreme Court in action. Dr. 
Robert Greenberg, who teaches 
Business Law courses at both the 
Will and Beren campuses' Sy 
Syms School of Business {SSSB), 
coordinated the program. 

After a five-hour bus ride 
that included watching "Ferris 
Bueller's Day Off" a few too many 
times, the group arrived in the 
suburbs of D.C. for a Chinese 
dinner and a meeting with 
Nathan Lewin, a prominent con
stitutional lawyer who has 
argued 27 cases before the 
Supreme Court. A Yeshiva 
College and Harvard Law gradu
ate, Lewin has regularly provided 
pro bono legal aid for the 
Orthodox Jewish community in 
cases ranging .from ·representing 
the Board of Education of the 
Satmar Village of Kiryas Joel to 
defending Chabad's right to dis
play a menorah on . public 
grounds. Interspersing humor
ous anecdotes and legal princi
ples, Lewin recounted his experi
ences .clerking for Justice Harlan 
in the 1960's and arguing the 1986 
Supreme Court case Goldman v. 
Weinberger in which he defended a· 
Jew's right to wear a kippa (skull
cap) in the Air Force. 

Preparing his audience for 
the following day's experience, 
Lewin described and explained 
basic court procedures. He also 
spoke about the "Ten 
Comma:p.dments Case" that was 
argued two days later, Van Orden 
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Yeshiva Visits the Supreme Court 
Students See Classroom Theory Applied 

v. Perry, Levin filed an amicus curi
ae in conjunction with the Onion 
of Orthodox Jewish 
Congregations, advising the 
Court to permit the display of 
monuments bearing the Ten 
Commandments on public 
grounds. The hour-long lecture 
was followed by a session a{ 
questions and answers from the 
audience, where students were 
partic1:1larly interested in Lewin's 
experiences of balancing reli
gious liberties with the principle 
of separation between church 
and state. 

Following a (short) night of 
sleep, the group arrived at the 
Supreme Court building by 8:15 
Tuesday morning, ready to stand 
for an hour on the front plaza in 
the biting cold waiting to enter; 
anyone is allowed to enter the 
courtroom, but entrance is on a 
first-come, first-served basis. 
After standard security proce
dures the students were seated in 
the back of the courtroom. When 
the justices entered and the pro
ceedings began, they first 
announced two decisions.on past 
cases. One, it turns out, was a 
landmark decision in Roper v. 
Simmons which changed the age 
of eligibility for the death penalty 
from fifteen to · eighteen. Justice 
Anthony Kennedy read part of 
the opinion of the court, which 
determined that execution of 
juveniles constitutes cruel and 
unusual punishment, banned by 
the Eighth Amendment of the 
Constitution. Establishing 18 as 
the minimum age, Kennedy 
noted that it "is the point where 
society draws the line for many 
putposes between childhood and 
adulthood. It is, we conclude, the 
age at which the line for death 
eligibility ought to rest." He was 
joined by Justices John Paul 

Stevens, David Hackett Souter, 
Stephen Breyer and Ruth Bader 
Ginsburg. Justice Antonin Scalia 
read the opening of his dissent
ing opinion,· which determined 
that the Supreme Court is not 
the appropriate branch of gov
ernment to decide national con
sensus on morality. Presumably 
such an issue should be left for 
Congress, the representative 
body of the people, ·to legislate. 
He was joined by Chief Justice 
William Rehnquist (who was 
absent from the Court) and 
Justices Clarence Thomas and 
Sandra Day O'Connor. The 5-4 
decision has the effect of staying 
the execution of approximately 
70 juvenile convicts from around 
the country. 

The size ·and setup of the. 
room allowed observers to · see 
the justices in real-life dimen
sions and personalities, instead 
of the usual New York Times' 

. square-inch photos that accom-
pany articles about the Court. 
Surprisingly, Justice Breyer had 
the ·entire courtroom (well, per
haps not the military visitors) 
laughing at his several jokes. Not 
as surprising, Justice Thomas did 
not speak the entire day and at 
some points seemed not to be 
moving at all. 

After the bonus of viewing 
the admission of a number of 
lawyers to the Supreme Court 
Bar, court attendees listened to 
th~ two scheduled cases for oral · 
arguments. The usual setup 
involves a half-hour · position 
summary by a lawyer on each 
side of the case. A justice may; at 
any point ·in the lawyer's oral 
argument, interrupt the lawyer 
and ask for clarification, support 
a statement with precedents or 

.disagree with a point. After 
answering the ju~tice's question, 
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the lawyer must be able to con
tinue the thread of the argument 
without hesitation. 

Because Tuesday morning's 
schedule consisted of two cases 
that had been consolidated, 
courtroom visitors had the pleas
ure of listening to four lawyers 
argue their cases. (Perhaps 
Justice Thomas had a legitimate 
excuse for his behavior after all.) 
The cases, Exxon Corp v. A11apattah 
ServiCes and Ortega v. Starkist Foods, 
involved diversity jurisdiction 
and amount-in-controversy 
requirements in civil litigation. 
In the second case, the family of a 
girl who injured her finger on a 
can of Starkist tuna fish was 
suing for damages. While the 
damages that the girl claimed 
could satisfy . the minimum 
amount-in-controversy, her fami
ly's claim, which . is basically 
emotional distress, may not; if so, 
the question is if the family can 
still attach their claim to the 
girl's claim to meet the require
ment and be allowed to sue. 

. After the first session, many 
participants in the trip decided 
to spend the remaining time 
touring D.C., while others 
returned to the front plaza to 
pass through security again and 
observe the afternoon session: 
The second case, Deck v. Missouri, 
debated ·the constitutionality of 
handcuffing and shackling a con
victed prisoner to a belly chain 
while in front of a jury who is 
deciding between life imprison
ment and capital punishment for 
the defendant. Additionally, the 
question was presented as to 
whose responsibility it is to 
prove or disprove prejudice on 
the basis of this action-the 
prosecution or the defense. _ 

Students then toured D.C., 
walking down ·Pennsylvania 

NEWS 

Avenue to take pictures in front 
of the . White House, stopping 
into several Smithsonian muse
ums and touring the U.S. Capitol 
and Library of Congress. After a 

·brief stop in Baltimore f9r some 
fast food and yet another viewing 
of "Ferris Bueller's Day Off," the 
bus returned to Brookdale Hall at 
!0:30pm Tuesday night. 

Many of the' trip's partici
pants have taken or are currently 
taking Professor Greenberg's 
Business Law courses at SSSB, 
and found that the theories they 
learned in class were consistant 
with their observations in the 
courtroom. "The trip was really 
educational, especially because 
we just had a Business Law test 
and then I came here and found 
how applicable it was," said 
Shira Orbach, a sophomore ai: 
SSSB. "It was" also interesting to 
see the way the lawyers argued in 
front of the justices arid how they 
dealt with the pressures of 
responding to their questions." 

Greenberg felt the trip was a 
successful event. "It was a real 
treat to hear from Nathan Lewin 
about his personal experiences 
arguing before the Supreme 
Court; the students got to 
explore D.C. a little bit, and 
everyone had an opportunity to 
observe oral argument in two 
cases and the announcement of a 
major landmark decision which 
then made the front page of the 
New York Times," he explained. 
"I hope that everyone found . the 
trip to be the combination of a 
truly unique educational experi
ence and a relaxed social atmos
phere that I envisioned and 
hoped to achieve:" 

In a unanimous opinion, the 
participants concurred. · 
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By Ilana Levin 

An · agunah, literally, "a tied 
female," is a Jewish woman who 
cannot. obtain a divorce from her 
husband. Unable to remarry, she 
is stuck in limbo unable to take 
recourse. For years the Orthodox 
community has tried to deal with 
this problem and find halakhic 
and innovative solutions to a 
seemingly impossible situation. 
On February 16th, Stern's Torah 
Activities Council (TAC), along 
with the Student Organization of 
Yeshiva (SOY) and the 
Organization for the Resolution 
of Agunot (ORA), sponsored a 
lecture on agunot, featuring two 
prominent speakers on the sub
ject. 

In a one-hour session, Rabbi 
Yona Reiss, director of the Beth 
Din of America, and Rachel 
Levmore, the coordinator for 
Matters . of Agunot and , Get 
Refusals in the Jerusalem 
Rabbinical Court, summarized 
the general issues of agunot, 
informing the small but attentive 
audience of the historical back
ground and then discussing the 
contemporary problems and 
solutions. 

Reiss called a "classic case of 
agunah in the Gemara," a wife 
whose husband is missing and 
his death cannot be verified. The 
woman, still married according 
to Jewish law, is not free to 
remarry until her husband's 
death has been ascertained in 
case he is still alive. Jewish law 
requires that husbands grant 
their wives divorces; a beth din 
(rabbinic court) cannot grant it 
for them. Modern technology, 
particularly safer modes of trans
portation, makes this type of agu
nah less common today. Reiss 

Women and 
SCW Tackles Agunah Problem 

pointed out, however, that after 
September 11, such scenarios 
arose as husbands' bodies could 
not be found amidst the rubble of 
the buildings. More common 
today is an agunah who finds her
self a victim of "get refusal," in 
which her husband refuses to 
give her a legal document of 
divorce according to Jewish law, 
sometimes out of bitterness or as 
a tool of coercion. 

Many situations of get refusal 
involve husbands who are no 
longer: religious and therefore, are 
unconcerned about meeting the 
halahkic requirements for 
divorce, leaving their religious 
wives in limbo. However, Rachel 
Levmore cited cases in which . 
even . observant men refused to 
give gets, and she said that mon
etary and psychological factors 
are often motivations. 
Particularly in difficult divorces, 
she said, hurt feelings and resent
ment might quickly turn into 
anger, which is channeled into 
psychological abuse in the form 
of get refusal. Aside from these 
cases in which the goal is prima
rily revenge, some get refusal 
cases are a form of monetary 
extortion. If the divorce agree
ment involves a heavy monetary 
burden on the husband, he may 
withhold .the get until the wife 
.agrees to a new settlement. 

Both speakers made it. clear 
that solutions to get refusal are 
not easy in modem times. From 
the Talmudic period through the 
20th century, communities in 
some areas. of Eastern Europe 
often had leaders who were both 
the rabbinic ·authority and the 
legal authority , giving the beth din 
greater latitude in exerting pres- · 
sure. Jewish law requires that a 
get be given voluntarily, meaning 
all measures must stop short ·of 

coercion, yet, this still allows for 
some forms of physical force and 
the jailing of recalcitrant hus
bands. 

In modern America, howev
er, the rabpinate has no power to 
jail husbands on the basis of 
Jewish law, a problem Levmore 
classifies as "the result of a meet
ing of democracy and halakha." 
Thus, the most powerfpl tools 
left are forms of social pressure, 
which include boycotting the 
husband's business, not inviting 
him to religious· ceremonies and 
not calling him to the Torah in 
shul as well as other actions. 
Levmore noted that the rab
binate in Israel ts less restricted 
because of the unique role of 
halakha in secular law, granting 
the Beth Din the authority to jail 
husbands refusing to give a get. 
Despite this, agunot still may be 
chained to their estranged hus- · 
bands for a lon:g time before the 
rabbinical courts suq::eed. 

These problems led to the 
establishment · of the 
Organization for the Resolution 
of Agunot which, according to its 
website, is a ·"non. profit social 
service agency dedicated to help
ing women who are agunot." In 
addition, it was founded by YU 
students, and it is ~ndorsed by 25 
rabbis. ORA describes itself as an 

.organization that "as a last 
resort, stands ready to exert pres
sure on any party hindering the 
delivery of a get, within the limits 
of Jewish and secular law." Since 
its inception three years ago, 
ORA has helped in 19 successful 
divorces and is currently 
involved in over 50 cases. 
Examples of its activities include 
"staging peaceful protests at the 
homes and workplaces of recalci
trant parties," and publicizing 
the names of husbands served a 

seiruv (a document in which a 
Beth Din identifies the husband as 
recalcitrant) by posting them .on 
ORA's website (www.Get 
ORA.com). 

In additipn to actively assist
ing the Beth Din in their attempts 
to arrange for the resolution of 
agunot, ORA offers valuable soc.ial 
services for agunot as well, all pro
vided for free. These include 
child care, a mentoring program 
by former agunot and meetings 
with psychologists and social 
workers. Another of ORA's goals 
is community education, aimed 
at increasing aw.ireness of prob
lems facing agunot; SCW's pro
gram was only one example of 
ORA publiciZing these issues. 

In addition to explaining 
possible responses to get refusal 
cases, the speakers also strongly 
advocated the signing of Jewish 
pre-nuptial agreements as a way 
to prevent such cases from aris
ing altogether. Reiss, as well as 
the website for the Beth · Din of · 
America, says that "i~ has been 
our. experie.nce that in each case 
in which the pre-nuptial agree
ment was utilized, a get was 
given" (www.bethdin.org). 

This agreement is considered 
a supplement to the ketubah (mar
riage contract) and, in the event 
of divorce, requires the husband 
to pay a set amount of money 
(generally $150) for every day 
that he refuses to give a get. Since 
these agreements are essentially 
contracts, and therefore legal 
documents according to 
American law, they are enforce
able in secular courts. Knowing 
that a court will force him to pay, 
the husband is encouraged to 

. speed up the divorce proceed
ings. 

Levmore pointed out an 
interesting· irony .in regard to 

this provision in the ketubah, as 
well as later rabbinic epactments 
that did not allow for divorce 
without the wife's consent. 
Namely, that they were originally 
created to protect women from 

. their husbands easily divorcing 
them, while today when some 
women want divorces, they find 
themselves trapped in their mar
riages. Thus, the pre-nuptial 
agreement is a modern mecha; 
nism that protects women by 
giving them monetary bargaining 
power. 

Reiss explained that enforc
ing a pre-nuptial agreement is 
not halackically considered coer
cion, which \~ould invalidate a 
get. "It's not putting a gun to your 
head; it's making you pay your 
monetary obligation," he said. 

YU's RIETS Rosh · Yeshiva 
Rabbi Mordechai Willig drafted 
the current pre-nuptia~ agree
ment in accordance with Jewish 
law through the "pre·-nuptial 
task foj."ce of the Orthodox 
Caucus in conjunction with the 
Beth Din of America." Reiss 
noted. that some rabbis will not 
perform the marriage ceremony if 
the couple does not sign the 
agreement, though Levmore 
believes that not enough rabbis 
are actively encouraging it. "If 
your rabbi doesn't mention it, 
you should-or get your mother 
to," sh~ said. Comparing the sign
ing of a pre-nuptial agreement to 
buying life insurance, Le\Tmore, 
though an advocate of it, conced
ed that most couples preparing 
to marry don't want to think 
about the possibility of divorce. 
Although potentially awkward, 
pushing engaged c~uples to sign 
these pre-nuptial agreements 
could eliminate the problem of 
agunot. 

r The' Fourth International Edah Conference: 
"The Courage to be Modern and. Orthodox" 

' . . . 

By Esther Genuth 

·On Sunday February 2bth, 
Edah held its fourth internation
al conference at the Skirball 
Center for . Adult Jewish 
Learning at Temple Emanu-El. 
Edah's mission is to give a voice 
to the ideology and values of 
Modern Orthodoxy and educate 
and empower communities to 
address their concerns. More 
than 1,000 people representing 
the spectrum of Modern 
Orthodoxy gathered for the 
biennial conference titled "The 
Challenges. The Opportunities. 
Diversity; Change, Meaning, 
Justice." 

The Edah conference host
ed an open di{>cussion, encour
aging legitimate .disagreement 

~arding an array of ideological, 
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halahhic, and public policy issues 
that pertain to today's Modern 
Orthodox community. Another 
goal of the conference was to . 
foster personal, religious ·and 
intellectual growth as well as 
impact the greater Jewish com
munity. 

Participants were able to 
choose from a. large selection of 
speakers and se{>sions for each of 
the five allotted time . slots. 
Topics such as the parameters of 
making halakhic decisions for 
one's self, the agunah problem, 
facing substance abuse in 
Jewish day schools, sexual 
abuse, the relationship between 
Torah and democracy and kevod 
ha'tzibbur (respect for the com
munity) were only a few of the 
80 topics; addressed over the 
course. of the day. 

Close to 90 rabbis, leaders 

- ·- - ·-----

and scholars · from both Israel 
and North America participated 
as speakers and presenters. 
Rabbi David Bigman, Rabbi 
Michael Broyde, Dr. T ova 
Hartman, Rabbi Menachem 
Leibtag, Rabbi Dov · Linzer, 
Rabbi Dr. Shlomo Riskin, Dr. 
Tamar Ross and Rabbi Avi 
W eiss were among a few of the 
speakers. 

An excited crowd went 
from session to session partici
pating in open conversation 
with v.arious participants and 

. speakers. Popular sessions drew 
large crowds, prompting· many 
spectators to sit on the floor. 

Volunteers in royal blue t
shirts, many of whom were col
lege students, helped the event 
run smoothly by videotaping 
sessions and registering partici
pants. 'The event gave me the 
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opportunity to seriously analyze 
myself . and the ·society around 
me" commented sew sopho
more and Edah conference vol~ 
unteer Yael Schiller. "As a volun
teer I felt that I was able to give 
back to my community." 

Demographer Jacob Ukeles, 
at the first plenary session, pre
sented a series of statistics 
regarding the modern Orthodox 

· population of the New York 
area. The importance of a college 
education was the litmus test 
for determining· whether an 
Orthodox household identified 
themselves as Modern 
Orthodox. Ukeles concluded 
that the Modern Orthodox com
munity ·has outnumbered the 
Haredi p~pulation in NY. "His 
data seems to be persuasive that 
there really is a much larger. 
Modem Orthodox commui:rity 

than we thought," said Rabbi 
Saul Berman, director of Edah 
and a~sociate professor of 
Jewish Studies at Stetn College, 
in an . interview with the 
Observer. 

Referring to the growth of 
· Torah learning and Modern 
Orthodox values in the Jewish 
community, Berman stated; "I 
really think we · are headed 
towards a Modern· Orthodox 
renaissance." However, Berman 
criticized the reputation that 

· the community tries to "find a 
' heter [Halachic leniency] when 

the going gets tough." 
The day concluded with the 

final plenary that addressed the 
topic of religiously motivated 
disobedience of military orders 
in a democratic society. · 
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Tahalich Encourages Independent Torah Study 
By Chaya Sara Soloveichik 

Zemira- Ozarowski had an 
idea. It pursued her throughout 
her years at Stem College and the 
subsequent years spent teaching 
and tutoring at various schools in 
Israel. "But it doesn't accomplish 
much if you don't do anything 
with it," Ozarowski said. And 
now she has. 

The objective . is simple. 
Many Jewish women have not 
obtained a strong Jewish educa~ 
tion, and others simply didn't 
grow up in a religious household. 
The TahalichWomen's Learning 
Program, initiated by Ozarowski 
following her return to America 
this past September, caters pri~ 
marily to them. This establish~ 
ment provides Jewish women of 
all ages With the skills and com~ 
petence necessary for independ~ 
ent Torah study. 

Located in the basement of 
the 5th Avenue Synagogue in 
Manhattan, the program's spring 
semester extends from F~bruary 
27th to June 26th. Four courses 
are taught every Sunday mom~ · 

. ing, except for holidays, from 
nine to two. 

The first two classes are both 
preceded by an hour of prepara~ 
tion. Students study and examine 
the various sources with the help . 
of mentors, simultaneously rein~ 
forcing theit Torah reading profi~ 
ciency. "Tutors aren't supposed 
to just translate, but should go 
through the · shortish (root of a 
word) and show how you can 
know that shoresh from another 

what because ,of its sm iZJ:\ 
but "we do· whatev-er· we ca 
help the studen):s." '£ 

-Molly Fink, SCyY st 
coun,cil p:resident:, w:ho 
percenvt deaf but -does not c0n,
·sider herself disabled, believes 
that her dearnes~ is a challenge. 
"I think it's itonio to refer -to it as 
'a disability because it has 
enabLed rn.e ·to become the per~ 
son I am today," explains Fink 
"I have a 93 percent hea1:ing loss, 
which requires me -~0 wear· hear~ 
ing aids. I don't think that spe~ 

cial consiqeration is the appro~ 
p,riate tenm; it's an entirely dff,..· 
ferent .lifestyle. 1 have condi~ 
ti<:;ned my:self from a young age 
to become l hat . much 
aware of l:rt)f su:r:r 
that .rtnJcMi'·n'rf)re. .. 
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context as well," said sew stu~ 
dent . Michaella Goldberg, who 
served . as a -mentor at the 
February 13th open house. "And 
it works." 

Following the fitst hour ~f 
preparation, a lecture relating to 
the laws of Shabbat was present~ 
ed by Rabbi [WHAT] Wilensky, 
a former rabbinic intern at 
Jamaica Estates who has also . 
taught at SEG (WHA TS SEG?) 
and Camp Morasha. His course 
addresses practical halakhic mat~ 
ters that arise weekly. At the 
same time, students also achieve 
a general understanding of 
halakhic concepts that are appli~ 
cable to Jewish 
at large. 

The 

instructed 
Danielle 
whose 
with Tanakh 
emphasized by 
studies at the 
Bernard Revel graduate program. 
She has taught at Ma'ayanot 
High School and was involved in 
various outreach organizations, 
including YUSSR and the Lauder 
Foundation in Germany .. Her lee~ 
tures go beyond ideas found in 
the selected sefer (book) and its 
commentaries and include gener~ 
al facts about the commentators, 
their goals, theit approaches and 
common terminology, all of 
which are an integral part of 
T anakh study. 

These classes suggest the 
program's objective, but the thitd 
course reveals its goals mrkedly. 
This class consists of two parts, 
delivered by Ozarowski, who 
received her Masters ·in. Jewish 
Education from · YU's Azrteli 
Graduate School and has been 

involved in many outreach 

tions, including Aish HaT orah 
and NCSY. 

The first, called "The Crash 
Course in Basic Biblical Hebrew," 
quiokly .and efficiently supplies 
students with an overall grasp of 
grammar, syntax -and root words 
in Biblical Hebrew. Rel)earch has 
shown that 84 percent of the 
Torah is comprised from 1061 
words. 84 percent of T anakh is 
made up of a vocabulary of 2004 
words. Learning these root 
words will effectively increase 
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students' skills. In the second 
component of the course, 
Ozarowski imparts basic infor~ 

mation and facts important for 
all Jews to know such as key 
seforim (books) and their authors, 
the chronology of significant 
happenings in Jewish history, 
and the books included fu T anakh. 

Ozatowski is also teaching 
another optional course. 

week, students 
through a chapter 

Nach (Prophets and 
· ) a day, which 

subsequently reviews 
summarizes. 

rulcU\.IUF;,u a more cursory 
method of ·learning, it still 
,.,,.t,mi~Pc students with an 

· knowledge and 
familiarity with early Jewish his~ 
tory. Lunch is provided for those 
who stay. · 

A junior at Stem, Ariel 
Belson, who was also a mentor at 
the open house, immediately 
understood and appreciated the 
program's purpose. "I think it's 
an awesome program," she said. 
"It's filling a big need in the 
Torah learning world of women. 
It will give women the tools to· 
open a sefer and learn by them~ 

- selves. There are many people in 
mx life who gave me the tOols, 
and I'm thankful for that. This 
program will do the·same for oth~ 
ers." 

Approximately 15 students 
participated at the program's 
open house, held on February 
13th, and. most were in their 
twenties. "There was a lot of 
positive feedback," Ozarowski 

said. 
Although ostensibly similar 

to Midreshet Yom Rishon, which 
provides women with the weekly 
opportunity to hear two motivat~ 
ing shiurim ·(lectures) from YU 
Roshei Yeshiva and other scholars, 
the Tahalich Women's Learning 
Program ·has a different agenda. 
'This program [T ahalich] is 
specifically for women who want 
to work on their skills," 
Ozarowski said. "Hopefully, 
most will be coming consistently 
every week and will actually 
achieve the goal of getting better 
skills." The Midreshet Yom 
Rishon initiators have been sup~ 
portive ofT ahalich, and there has 
been talk of some collaboration. 

When asked about the pro~ 
gram's choice of name, 
Ozarowski humorously recount
ed the difficulties she encoun~ 
tered when struggling to select 
one. She eventually settled on 
"tahalich," whith means 
"progress." If conceiving ·a name 
for the program was difficult, the 
same .must be said for the actual 
progress. But difficult doesn't 
signify impossible or ·mono to~ 
nous. 

"It was teaching me skills, 
and that was really important to 
me," SCW freshman, · Sharon 
Sommer said of the open house 
classes. "I had a great time." For 
more information about the pro~ . 

gram and student tuition, see the 
following website: 
www. tahalich.homestead.com. 
Both students and mentors are 
still welcome to participat~. 
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Yeshiva EMTs D.iscuss 
ExperienQes. 

By Y ardanna Platt 

On a typical Thursday night, 
the back lounge of Brookdale 
Hall is usually filled to the brim 
with women strewn across 
couches, crammed next to tables 
and even cluttering the floors as 
they strive to catch a glimpse of 
superhuman doctors Doug Ross 
and John Carter single-handedly 
resuscitate the entire· city of 

·Chicago on NBC's hit drama 
"E.R." While few doubt G~orge 
Clooney and Noah Wyles' 
extraor~ary impeccabilities as 
faultless physicians, most do not 
think much about the difficulties 
involved in transport ing the 
patients to the hospital. 

But, Emergency Medical 
Technicians (EMT s) such as 
Yardena Mandel, a SCW junior, 
might have a different take on 
how the sick reach the hospital. 
Having worked since she was 16 
as an EMT in West Orange, N.J., 
one couJd, s.\!Y t)lat Mandel has 
seen her fair share of traumatic . 

' # ' • 

cases. When asked how she 
approache~ emergency scenarios, 
Mandel said she "removes herself 

from the scene" in order to act 
efficiently. "You need to be able 
to stomach a lot of things ... this 
job is not for every~ne." 

On the other hand, the biolo
gy department's Dr. Jeffrey 
Weisburg, who has had expert-

. ence as an EMT, suggests tfl.at 
this job is "invaluable for anyone 
who wants to be a doctor." 
Weisburg added that being an 
EMT allows students to be more 
"hands on," artd enables them to 
practice medicine in the fullest 
sense because they are at the ori
gin of the emergency. "Y'Ou get to 
see things tha~ a doctor doesn't 
really get to see," explains 
Weisberg . . 

Daniel Gr9ssman, a Yeshiva 
College alumnus who studies 
part time at RIETS while work
ing for Hatzolah's Washington 
Heights division, notes that 

. being a paramedic is a task for 
someone who is "sensitive, car
ing, and emotionally and physi
cally ,strong." According to 
Grossman, being a paramesJic is 
different from beil)-g ,a doc~or 
because unlike a hospital, the 
paramedic finds patients in an 
"uncontrolled, non-sterile envi-

ronment ... the back of the ambu
lance is not the same as the emer
gency room and just doesn't have 
the same supplies and equip
·ment." Even though the profes
sion of an EMT is coupled with 
many hurdles, Grossman is glad 
that he has taken the job because 
he has learned so much in the 
field, and has . become such an 
integral member of the 
Washington Heights communi
ty. 

Being _an EMT is hard work 
indeed; it is the job for someone 
who can persevere in the most 
intense ()f situations. There is 
somethmg to be said for the per
son who is first to arrive on the 
scene, and sees the patient in the 
danger of the emergency z0ne. 
BeiJ:tg on call during all times of 
the day, and helping people in so 
many ways, from simply provid
ing emotional support to deliver
ing ·a baby. in a finance office like 
Y ardena Mandel has done, might 
not be as glamorous as prancing 
around in a white·coai on NBC's 
prime time drama, but it definite
ly saves lives. 

Growing Dental· Possibilities 
By Sara -Frankd 

• ;[ • ·;.I) I ' • l1 ~ 

To ni.ost SteniliCollege stu
dents, dentistry may"·seerri like a 
small field, but it is now becom
ing a very popular line of work. 
Going pre-dent is difficult and . 
requires the same prerequisites 
that most medical schools 
require: two semesters each of 
biology, general chemistry, 
organic chemistry and physics 
with labs, as well as mathematics 
and English courses. 

Once organic chemistry, gen-
. eral chemistry and biology are 
completed, one can start consid; 
ering when to take the DAT. The 
DAT is the Dental AdmissioNs 
Test, which is a standardized test · 
and has gre<tt impact on chances 
of acceptance to a dental school. 
The test is Fraken down into 4 .. 
parts: Survey of Natural SCiences, 
which includes questions from 
all areas in biology, general 
chemistry and organic chemistry; 
Perceptual Ability, whicli'·tests a· 

. ·.. ' . 
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student's ability to picture and · 
perceive different-things without 
actually having them in her B..irtd;·J 
Reading 'Comprehension;· and 
Quantitative Reasoning, which is 
basically mathematics. The high-

~ est score one can receive on the 
DAT is 30 and the average sc;ore 
is usually around 17. These exam
inations are given on any day of 
the year on computers, and 
scores are available iJ:nmediately 
upon completion of ~he exam. 
One usually takes the exam a 
year before she wishes to attend 
dental school and a couple 'of 
months before applying to the 
dental: schools of her choice. · 

Dentistry is a fun and excit~ 
ing career. For those of you who 
are interested, it is a very impor
tant field of health. Once an indi
vidual has completed dental 
school, she cart choose to practice 
general dentistry or specialize in 
an ar:ray of exciting fields such as 
Oral Surgery, Orthodontics, or 
Periodontics. Many dentists, ill 
addition to their clinical respon-

.It:.. 

sibilities, · choose to perform 
research. in various areas includ
ing physiology of winiofacial 
diseases and epidemiology. As 
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you can see, there are many pos
sibtliti.es if you'Fe pursuing a. 
career in dentistry. 
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20th Annual Dinner Honoring 
Rabbi A. Schneier 

Senator Hillary Clinton will be the keynote speaker at a March 
20th dinner honoring Rabbi Arthur Schneier's 50 years as a rabbi and 
his 75th~ birthday. The event will benefit the Rabbi Arthur Schneier 
Center for International Affairs at YU and will be held at The Plaza at 
5th Avenue and Central Park South. YU President Richard Joel will 
attend the event, along with various local and national government 
~fficials, as well as ambassadors from Washington, Israel, the Russian 
Federation, the People's Republic of China, Austria, Hungary and 
Romania. 

Schneier is the spiritual leader of the Park East Synagogue in 
Manhattan and c).istinguished alurimus of YU. He is a longtiille advo
cate for religious freedom and human rights as well as is founder and 
president of the Appeal of Conscience Foundation, established in 
1965. He is the recipient of the Presidential Citizens Medal and the 
U.S. Department of State Special Recognition Award. · Schneier held 
positions in several major Jewish organizations, initiated the 
Resolution for the Protection of Religious Sites that was adopted by 
the U.N. General Assembly, and he recently served as a U.S. delegate 

· to the Stockholm International Forum . for the Prevention of 
Genocide. 

Seth Waxman Visits Cardozo 

Former Solicitor General Seth W a~an spent two days 
immersed in law school life, sharing his jnvaluable experience by dis
cussing his recent Supreme Court victory, leading a Moot Court mas
ter class, teaching Constitu~ional Law, and delive_ring a public lecture 
at the Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law on March 7 and 8 .. 

Waxman's lecture "Who (or What) is the Solicitor General's 
Client?", part of Cardozds Bauer Distinguished Visitor Program, cov
ered the role and responsibilities of a solicitor general, which includes 
arguing in front of the United States Supreme Court and insuring that 
the government speaks in one voice on questions of law. "It probably 
·was a job whose aspirations could never be filled," -W~man 

remarked. 
Continuing the visit, Waxman, who has delivered more thari 40 

oral arguments in the Supreme Court, began his second day at 
Cardozo by teaching a Constitutional Law class. Jokingly promising a 
higher grade to anyone who asked a question, including the Hon. 
Olivier Dutheillet de Lamothe, Justice at the French Constitutional 
Council who was in attendance, Waxman led eventually to a discus-

. sion of his recent Supreme Court win in the juvenile death penalty 
case of Roper vs. Simmons. . 

After leading the class and having lunch with a group of students, 
Waxman served as the judge during a Moot Court master class. 
.Second-year students Rachel Lubert and Rebecca Hagenson, national 
Moot Court champions, presen~ed oral arguments in front of 
Waxman and fellow students. . 

"This. was really a pleasure," Waxman commented. "It's quite 
obvious why you won." He also offered practical advice from his first
hand experience, encouraging the students _to prepare and recite their 
most important one or two points right of£ the bat. Admitting that 
justices probably don't want to be c;onside_red pupils, h~ nol,letheless 
encouraged everyone to think of judges as students when answering 
their questions. "This js ·all about teaching," Waxman said. "It's abo:ut 
trying to explain something." 

Rabbi Mark Gottlieb Appointed 
Head of Yeshiva University High 

School -for Boys 
Rabbi Mark Gottlieb has been appointed h~ad of school of .the 

Yeshiva University High School for Boys, announced YU President 
Richard M.Joel. . 

"Rabbi Gottlieb is an outstanding role model with a deep under
standing of the culture and values that are at the core of our mission," 
stated President Joel. "He will also serve as Advisor to the Vice 
President of University Life on. Educational Continuity. These new 
positions will help support a vibrant relationship between the high 
school and the larger university community." . 

With more than l4 years of senior-l'tvel experience in higher and . 
secondary edu_cation, Gottlieb's appointment is an indication of 
MST A's firm commitment to the principles ofT orah Umadda (the syn
thesis of general and Jewish learning). 

"I think (YUHS for Boys) can be a paradigm school for Centrist 
Orthodoxy," said Gottlieb, ')ust as YU is the university flagship for 
Modern Orthodoxy." · 

Most recently, Gottlieb was principal of the middle and upper 
schools at Maimonides School in Brookline, MA. He is currently a 
PhD candidate in philosophy at the University of Chicago where he 
earned his master's in philosophy. He has published and presented 
papers on both secular and Jewish topics arouhd the country. · 

A renowned talmid chacham '(scholar of Jewish studies), Rabbi 
Gottlieb was ordained at YU's Rabbi Isaac Elchanan Theological 
Seminary and is an alumnus of the high schpol and Yeshiva College. 
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Moth~r .of ~lain ·Voting Rights Worker 
Addresses Honors Students 

Dn the everiing of March 9, 2005, i:he echoes of history could be 
heard inside the Jerome and Geraldille Schottenstein Residence Hall 
on:·the Bere~ Campus. 

History, however, was not the only lesson to be learned from Dr. 
Carolyn Goodman; invited by Dr. Cynthia Wachtell, director of the S. 
Daniel Abraham Honors Program at Stern College for Women. Dr. 
Goodinan's son, Andrew, was murdered in Mississippi in 1964 by 
alleged members of the Klu Klux Klan. More than 40 years later, in 
January·'of this year, Edgar Ray Killen, 79, was arrested and charged 
with the ·murders of Dr. Goodman's son and two other voting rights 
volunteers, James Chaney, 21~ and Michael Schwerner, 24. Andrew 
Goodman was 20 at the time of his death. The abduction and murder 
of the three young men is considered by many a seminal event of 
America's Civil Rights Movement. . . . 

Though this historic occurrence formed the basis for much of 
what Dr. Goodman, 89, spoke about, it is the present and future that 
she prefers to emphasize. 

"The South is a very different place than it was 40 years ago," Dr. 
Goodman said when asked about present-day prejudice and racism in 
Mississippi. "Today, anybody- Black, Jewish, Catholic, Muslim- can 
waik into just about any place and won't feel the same tension they 
would have felt 40 years ago." · 

Nearly 90 students (from Beren and \Yilf), faculty, and· adminis
tration members attended Dr. Goodman's t'alk in the Ivry Lounge of 
the Schottenstein Residence Hall. Dr. Goodman spoke for about 20 
min~tes and then welcomed the questions of audience members. 

Dr. Goodman said Andrew )lad "a wonderful grandfi:J.ther" who 
was fond of saying, "Don't just talk about it, do something." 

Grandfather Goodman's philosophy of being a 'doer' is one Dr. 
Goodman imparted to students. She said there are things in life worth 
doing. And she acknowkdged that some are risky, put she saiq life, in 
general, is a risk. "If it is an importali.t goal," she noted, "if it is some-

. thing that can affect your· family, your community, or maybe the 
world, then you take the risk." ' · 

Dr. Goodman is now working on a filmed docu-dranfa called 
"Freedom Now" that will feature interviews with those involved with 
the Civil Rights Movement of the 1960s and will detail the murders of 
Andrew Goodman, James Chaney, and Michael Schwerner. She said 
the film should be completed before the end of the year and will be 
released to selected movie theaters. 

Yeshiva Hosts Syposium on 
Religious Fundamentalism 

An Evangelical Lutheran minister, a Sunni Muslim from Syria, 
'and a Jewish studies scholar came together to address the topic of 
religious fundamentalism at a symposium sponsored by the Rabbi 
Arthur Schneier Center for International Affairs at Yeshiva 
University's Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law February 27. All 
experts in thep: fields, the three panelists of "The Political Face of 
Religious Fundamentalism" contrasted and compared fundamental
ism in Christianity, Islam, and Judaism. 

Renowned theologian Martin E. Marty opened the proceedings 
by discussing the common features of all forms of modern religious 
fundamentalism. He characterized fundamentalists as reactive, selec
tive in their reliance on basic teachings, and dependent on an "us·ver-

.. sus them" mentality. . 
"Although religious fundamentalism will always appear in the 

cast of old-time re~gion, it is p. mo~ern phenomenon," said Dr. Marty, 
professor emeritus at the University of Chicago Divinity School. "It is 
a reaction to modernity, which is seen to deprive traditions of power." 

Bassam Tibi, professor of international relations at the University 
of Goettingen, Germany, underscored the contradictions inherent ~ 
Muslim fundamentalism. "It says no to·the values of modernity and 
yes to technological advances," said Dr. Tibi, who added that he had 
flown 22 hours to New York because he "wanted to participate in this 
dialogue at a Jewish university." 

Dr. Tibi traced the rise of Islamic fundamentalism, beginning 
with the founding of the organization Muslim Brotherhood in Cairo 
in 1928. He said fundamentalist Islam is distinct from its less extreme 
counterpart by its being both a belief system and a form of govern
ment: 

Samuel Heilman, profess<,:Jr of Jewish Studies at the CUNY 
Graduate ,CenFer, described fundamentalist Judaism as :'a return to a 
Judaism that is an imagined past." This is in reaction to a time of cri
sis, he said, pointing to the Holocaust, the mass migration of 
European Jews to Israel and the US, and their subsequent absorption 
into the new host culture. · 

"Most Jews embrace the modern world as new and improved, but 
fundamentalists see its attractions· as counterfeit," said Dr. Heilman. 

The panelists, all authors of several books, participated in .the 
Fundamentalism Project, a landmark study spearheaded by Dr. Marty 
th~t brought together in~ernational scholars to explore the nature and 
impact of fundamentalist movements in the twentieth century. 

Th,e symposium was. co~sP,onsored by t!J.<r 'Yeshiva College Book 
Project and was held in honor of the 75th anniversary of YC. 
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The Lady Macs' Skirts-Make Headlines 
Yet Again . in Florida 

By Sari Nossbaum 

As the blizzard of 2005 made 
its way across New York this 
January, SCW's Lady Macs bas
ketball team was soaking up the 
sun in Florida. Along with 
Yeshiva College's team, ~we flew · 
down together and spent the 
week in a hotel in Fort 
Lauderdale. Both teams had two 
games scheduled during· that · 
week, but we had plenty of time 
to kick back, become acquainted 
with the pool (and one another), 
and most importantly, enjoy the 
sun. The team diet that week 
consisted' of a few very important 
staples, including power bars, 
slurpees and TCBY. With our 
assistant coach, Esther 
Oppenheimer, as our ~soccer 

mom" driver, our overcrowded 
minivan hit all the hot spots in 
town - the new Hard Rock casi
no, Miami Beach and Florida 
Memorial College - the location 
of our first game. 

Florida Memorial is a 

Division 2, primarily African 
American School, and as we 
stepped onto the court to warm 
up before the game, the opposing 
team huddled up and watched us 
in disbelief. "You guys are gonna 
take those off to play aren't you?!" 
one of them inquired., obviously 
referring to our skirts. When we 
explained that some of us actual
ly play the game in skirts f~r reli
gious reasons, they were aston
ished and could not get over it. 
The game turned into a tough 
and exciting contest, and our 
team put 'up a great fight - we 
were only down by one point at 
the half. But as the second half 
played out, the Lady Macs ran 

· out of steam and went down by 
25 points. 

After the game, one of the 
players on the opposing team 
approached us and remarked, "I 
.have to tell you gals that when 
we saw those skirts, we really 
didn't expect much of a game. 
But let me tell you girlfriend, we 
really underestimated your abili
ty - you skirt gals can really play 

ball!" With that said, we were 
definitely proud of the way we 
played and ·the impression we 
made. But unfortunately, we 
could not match it with their big
ger, Division 2 team. · 

Needless to say, the skirt 
sensation did not end there. At 
our next game, against Palm 
Beach Atlantic (PBA), the skirts 
were definitely the topic of con
versation that night. PBA is a 
Christian school, and · they had 
never played against a Jewish 
school -let alone a Jewish school 
that plays in skirts! And so, in 
honor of this occasion, there 

·were reporters. from the local 
news station to cover the game. 
They interviewed a number of us, 
and not surprisingly, the hot 
topic . of c~nversation was the 
skirts; they were completely 
intrigued by the whole idea. 

After being followed by 
video cameras throughout the 
game, The Lady Macs were fea
tured on the local news television 
station later that night. The 
emphasis of the story was, of 

Lady Macs pose for group plioto 

course, on the ·skirts, and they 
showed a number of our skirt
wearing players in action. 
Unfortunately, the PBA team 
was too tall and strong for our 
team and we were defeated. 
Nevertheless, The Lady Macs left 
a strong impression on PBA and 
their fans, and we ·earned a great 
deal of respect- for both our· reli-

gious beliefs and our ability on 
the court. 

. Overall, our trip to 
Florida was an awesome bonding 
experience and we returned to 
New York with a lot of enthusi
asm and team spirit - and of 
course, great tans. 

---------------------------------------------
Stern· Students Shortchanged 

By Judy Alkoby 

Yeshiva University boasts 
many recently updated facilities 
ranging from the new Le' Bistro 
Cafe to the construction in 
Schottenstein Cultural Center. 
Despite all the current renova
tion, an integral part of universi
ty life has been painfully over
looked. Many Stern students feel 
that the athletic department on 
the Beren Campus is sorely lack
ing. Unlike most universities, the 
Beren Campus has n:o full-sized . 
basketball court, no swimming 
pool nor other various sporting 
necessities. The void in sports 
equipment and space frustrates 
many of the women who seek to 
be more involved in fitness but 
cannot afford the high member
ship fees of neighboring sports 
clubs. Students have complained 
about these limited facilities and 
have compromised their stan
dards of fitness as a result. 

The deficiency in the athletic 
department oft~n proves incon
venient for many students, espe
cially those involved in the 
school's athletic teams. All of the 
women's athletic teams are 
unable to host "home games" on 
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campus. They miss out on the 
opportunity to bring other teams 
to a facility for which they and 

. their student body can be proud. 
The teams must travel, some
times a great distance, to play 
against other schools. 
Sophomore Julie Ast, who par
ticipated in the tennis team, felt 
hassled by the time she invested 
traveling to other schools. "It 
was annoying to spend so much 
time traveling," remarked Ast. By 

· the time I got back to the dorm~ 
it was ll a-clock" In addition, 
certain physical education class
es are held off campus. The 
swimming class commutes over 
forty-five minutes to a pool in 
New Jersey. Even many partici
pants of the intramural sports 
groups feel constricted due to 
the limited space. Junior Aliza 
Cohen commented, "It's over
whelming to have so many girls 
playing on such a small court." 

While installing tennis 
courts and a swimming pool 
might be unrealistic expecta
tions, there are many more prac-

. tical improvements which would 
greatly benefit the student body. 
Needless to say, some of the 
workout rooms are ·sub par. 
Upon entering. the workout 

room in Brookdale Residenc-e 
Hall, students often find long 
lines for the few machines avail
able. "I usually don't even bother 
going to the workout room 
because all the machines are con
stantly being used," explained 
sophomore Nikki Lipman. There 
are only two treadmills, four 
bikes and one stairmaster for all 
twenty floors of Brookdale resi
dents. Currently, over half of the 
machines are out of · order and 
have remained broken for several 
weeks. Many Stern students 
attend local gyms such as 
Synergy or Lucille Roberts to 
compensate for the insufficient 
gym equipment. 

The limited athletic facilities 
are unfortunately discouraging 
.students from seeking out the 
benefits of exercise. One may 
argue that it is unfair to cr;i.ticize 
the athletic departni.ent, since 
the location of the Beren Campus 
in midtown Manhattan can 
prove to be problematic due to 
limited space. However, is it so 
unreasonable to ask for a few 
more functioning treadmills and 
more gym space? The Will cam
pus has a brand new multi-mil
lion dollar gym, along with a pool 
and basketball court. It is a falla
cy to think that the women of 
Yeshiva University are less inter
ested in their physical health and. 
well-being than the men. Stern 
Students anxiously awqit refor
mation in the athletics depart
ment and anticipate a more com
plete gym facility. Hopefully this 
article will . help instigate a 
brighter aJ;J.d healthier future for 
:Stern College. 
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OMMENCEMENT 
05 

a 
5:00PM 

.The Theater 
Madison Square Garden 

IN ORDER TO RECEIVE YOUR TICKETS AND 
CAP AND GOWN WE WOULD·APPREGIATE IF 
YOU WOULD FILE FOR GRADUATION WITH THE 
REGISTRAR ON YOUR CAMPUS .. PLEASE 
FOLLOW UP ON THIS ASAP SO THAT YOU CAN 
BE ELIGIBLE TO ATTEND AND MARCH IN YOUR 
GRADUATION CEREMONY. 
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"Writing about music is llke dancing about architecture - it's a really stupid thing to want to do." . 
-Eluis Costello 

Dancing About Archirecture: 
"Sometimes You've Got to Rewind to Go Forward" 

By Esther Lam 

Thougli it ·is 
practically March 
as I am writing 
this and the con~ · 
fetti, party favors 
and 2004 plastic 
sunglasses are. 
wdl on their 
way to the 
Staten Island 
"garbage dump, it 
is time for every~ 

one to take a 
glimpse back. The 
start of each year 
seems to not only pro~ 
vide a sense of excitement for 
what's to come, but with the 
Golden Globes, Emmys and 
Oscars, it serves as an occasion 
to celebrate what was. 

This past year was filled 
with memorable music moments 
(note: memorable does not mean you 
want to remember them) . From 
Ashlee . Simpson's Saturday · 
Night Live boogie after a lip 
syncing flop to the political 
pow:er of song, illustrated by the 
Vote for Change tour with such 
music gods as Bruce Springstein, 
R.E.M., Ed Vedder and Dave 
Matthews, 2004 was packed 
with music memories. However, _ 
the most notable contributions 
of 2004 were a slew of inventive, 
quality albums. The year 
brought some outstanding 
records from some outstanding 
artists, providing the music 
lo:ver. with pearly white smile~ 
and fanciful daydreams for the 
future of music. It is, of course, 
impossible to present every 
impressive record in this limited 
amoun~ of space. So, in no par~ 
ticular order, here are just a few 
of 2004's best showings. If you 
don't already know them, own 
them or listen to. them multiple 
times a day, you may want to ask 
yourself, "Can I truly e~ter 2005 
without having fully experi~ 

enced 2004?" And without these 
r~cords, you really have not. 

So, without further ado, I 
present to you the First Annual 
Dancing About Architecture 
Awards for Best Albums: 

Modest Mouse, "Good News for 
People Who Love Bad News." 

Formed in 1993, Modest 
Mouse has reached the pinnacle 
of its signature Indie pop 
melodies on this latest achieve~ 
ment. Though the album's lyrical 
content explores themes of life 
and death through the raspy, 
and at times seemingly insane 
voice of lead singer Isaac Brock, 
the track list rem~s captivat~ 
ing. Many of you O.C. fans may 
recognize the band from an 
appearance a few months ago, 
and their song, 'The View" will 
be featured on an upcoming 
release of the show's §>Ound~ 

track. Modest Mouse is able to 
appeal to the masses with great 
tunes like "The View," "Once 
Chance," "The Good Times Are 
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Killing Me" and "Float On" 
while delving into subject mat~ 
ter that remains introspective 
and clever ("If God takes life, 
He's an Indian Giver"). 

The Arcade Fire, "Funeral" 
Topping probably every 

"Top of 2004" list, The Arcade 
Fire- brought pure Indie rock 
bliss to the world. The album, 
compliments of the husband~ 
wife team, Win Butler and 
Regine Chassagne, has a quality 
of sinc;erity and openness that is 
hard to find in this day and age. 
The Arcade Fire makes the lis~ 
tener feel at one with their 
melodic creations. On a crowded 
subway, in a busy dorm room, no 
matter what the surroundings, 
"Funeral" makes it all melt away 
as its music seems to be speak~ 
ing just to you. Few rock albums 
display such honesty, providing 
the rest of us with a listening 
experj.ence nothing short of spir~ 
itual. 

Badly Drawn Boy, "One Plus One. 
IsOne" · 

A cheesy title doesn't stop 
our favorite ski cap~wearing 
singer~songwriter Damon 
Gough from . producing this 
excellent 4th album. You may 
remember him from such music 
as the· "About A Boy" sound~ 
track, in its entirety. This is 
BDB's second album since the 
film and it displays, yet again, . 
that our generation must treas~ 

. ure this true talent for the mas~ 
terpieces he's created and con~ 
tinues to create. The albui:n is 
interesting since Gough makes 
use of instruments often used 
solely for classical music. In 
Jethro Tull tradttion, the flute 
provides many of the more 
catchy melodies, many . times 
echoing the actual vocals. The 
entrancingly beautiful "This is 
that New Song," the upbeat 
"Four Leaf Clover," a boys' choir 
in "Year of the Rat" and "The 
Blossoms," a dialogue between 
the flute and Gough's piano, 
makes this album difficult to 
categorize into just one genre. 
"One Plus One Is One" has 
assorted pickings that keep lis~ 
teners on their toes and remind 
them of Badly Drawn Boy's wide 
range of capabilities. 

Elbow, "Cast of Thousands" 
At times haunting, at 

times daz~ 

Zli.ng, Elbow's 
second album 

masterfully 
weaves an 

extra ordinarii y 
wide range of ele~ 

ments into an 
already impressive 
rock sound. From 
the sublime 
"Fugitive Motel" 
and "Switching 
Off" to the 

. rhythmic "Snooks · 
(Progress Report)" and "Buttons · 
and Zips," the Brit band can be 
described as the tasty shake that 
results from blending the pro~ 
gressive Radiohead and the 
beloved Coldplay. Significantly 
more innovative than Coldplay, 
and slightly more toned down 
than Radiohead, Elbow has the 
best of both worlds. "Grace 
Under Pressure" is possibly the 
!llOSt impressive track on the 
record, instantly instilling a 
sense of vigorous hopefulness, a 
sentiment sure to be felt after 
hearing this gem. 

Franz 
Ferdinand" 

Ferdinand, "Franz 

We have an odd thing here. 
A phenomenon, if you will. 
"Take Me Out," Franz 
Ferdinand's hit single, can be 
heard on just about every radio 
station. The song is infectious, . 
progressing from an appealing 
rock song to a full out funkilied, 
agile and distinctive tune. The 
phenomenon continues .with the 
fact that this des~ription applies 
to the entire album. An original 
album that receives plenty of 
radio attention? Yes my "friends. 
You call yourself a music fan? 
This album is a must. Enough 
said. · 

Rilo Kiley, ''More Adventurous" 
So you thought lead singer 

Jenny Lewis couldn't get any 
cooler. Well you could not have 
been more wrong. Rilo Kiley's 
latest album mixes pop rock fun -
and sultry folk music vocals to 
produce an enjoyable dosage of 
girl power. Lewis really belts it 
out on "Does He Love You?" and 
a sure~fire karaoke pick, "I 
Never," but manages to still 
serve up enjoyable pop hits with, 
"It's a Hit," "Portion for Foxes"· 
and "Love and War (ll/ll/46)." 
The album's overall theme of 
destroyed love, vengeful ex~girl~ 

. friends and loss is.most heartfelt 
on Lewis' country tracks like 

· "More Adventurous" arid "A 
Man/Me/Then Jim." "More 
Adventurous" is a grab bag full 
of a rockin' good time and inti~ 
mate country ballads, making 
Lewis the queen of Indie. 

Honorable Mentions: TV ori the 
Radio, "Desperate Youth, Blood 
Thirsty B~bes," Elliot Smith, 'From a 
Basement On a Hill," Rogue Wave, 
'Out of the Shadow' and Interpol, 
'Antics' 
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Book Review: . "Cat's Eye" 
by Margaret Atwood 

A Look at the Influence of 
Our Past 

By Shifra Bronstein 

Margaret Atwood has creat~ 
ed a spellbili.ding fiction about a 
character named Elaine Risley, a 
controversial artist who returns 
to T or~nto, where she spent her 
youth. Elaine has many strong 
memories of her childhood, some 
of them touching, others disturb~ 
ing, and she must come to terms 
with all of them to re'alize the 
impact that each memory has 
made on her present life. Since 
becoming a "famous artist, many 
of Elaine's memories were recre~ 
ated as paintings, which relate 
her experiences. 

Written in the post~modern 
style, the story jumps from 
Elaine's past experiences to the . 
present, often even in the same 
paragraph, which causes the 
reader to see instantly the effects 
her memories have on her life. 
For example, the adult version of 
Elain~ will often find that she is 
performing soine strange act and 
so refers back to her childhood 
experiences for an explanation. 
Once the reader understands 
some specifics from her past, it is 
easier to identify with her some~ 
times bizarre behaviors and feel~ 
ings of anxiety. 

One of the greatest impacts 
on Elaine's childhood life are her 
friendships with Carol and 
Grace, but particularly with 
Cordelia. Cordelia clearly con~ · 
trois the other three girls using 
psychological torment. Elaine is 
forced to endure countless tests 
and trials, over which Cordelia · 
presides, to please her "friends." 
For instance, Cordelia orders 
Grace to observe Elaine during 
her recitations in Sunday school 
and report back to her as to 
whether Elaine behaved with 
perfect decorum. Other times, 
Cordelia, Grace and Carol walk 
behind · Elaine to make certain 
that she is walking with rigid 
posture. The consequences for 
"bad" behavior are especially 
traumatizing for Elaine. She 
must endure silent treatment, 
harsh criticism and exclamations 
of disapproval. One of the most 
harrowing experiences for 
Elaine, however, is abandon~ 

ment. Cordelia once · "punishes" 
-Elaine by tossing Elaine's hat 
beneath a bridge wl;Lich covers a 
frozen river. As Elaine retrieves 
her hat, the ice cracks, and Elaine 
nearly drowns in the iCy waters, · 
while her friends desert her. 

As a result of these traumat~ 
ic ·experiences, Elairle believes 
that she must prove herself to the 
world, and is terrified of the dis~ 
satisfaction of others. She con~ 
tinues to ~see" Cordelia every~ 
where, always nervous that she is 
not meeting some high standard 

. that Cordelia has imposed .on· 
her. Many strangers become 
Cordelia to Elaine, always 

watching her, waiting for her to 
slip up, judging her. And always, 
even though Elaine is a fine indi~ 
vidual, she harbors perpetual 
feelings of inadequacy in many 
areas of her life that include car~ 
ing for her children and her hus~ 
band. This novel explores the 
damage derogatory feedback has 
on a child - it marks her perma~ 

- nently for the remainder of her· 
adult life. 

I 
This nov~ also investigates 

the role of the parent within the . 
framework of child~rearing. 

Elaine's parel)tS are not entirely 
indifferent to Elaine's problems, 
but they do not know' how to 
handle the situation. Her father 
is more indifferent than her 
mother; he is not aware of Elaine 
as an individual with feelings, 
but rather perceives her a·s a 
childish . girl without real emo~ 
tional turmoil. Elaine'.s mother, 
on the other han~, does realize 

. that Elaine is· in pain, but tells 
Elaine that she does not know 
how to reconcile the situation, 
and so the situation simply per~ 
petuates. Part of Atwood's mes~ 
sage to her readers is that they 
should realize how much a child 
needs the support of both of his 
or her parents, that their involve~ 
ment can mean the world to a 
child's sense of self and stability. 

Throughout the novel, . the 
reader asks: Does Elaine settle 
her feelings of anxiety and inade~ · 
quacy? In the end, Elaine "meets" 
Cordelia once again in reality 
and certain words are spoken. 
The ending is certainly _ opti~ 
mistic, but the reader will surely 
wonder if Elaine has truly con
quered the demoris of her past. 

This novel is beautifully 
written, and I thoroughly 
enjoyed it, from start to finish. It 
is certainly frightening to apply 
these messages to our lives, to 
think that we have been so influ~ 
enced by our past a!).d childhood, 
but it's exactly what psychother~ 
apists have been teJling us since 
Freud. The style of the writing 
itself, the constant jolting from 
past to present, is .a continuous 
"reminder of how much Elaine's 
past, and indeed all of our pasts, 
affect Elaine and ourselves. 
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The Phantom of the Opera Dazzles Audiences 
By Shifra Bronstein 

It began with the vision of 
novelist Gaston Leroux upon his 
tour of the underground caverns 
of the Paris Opera House, which 
had been used as a dungeon dur~ 

ing the Franco~Prussian War. 
The eerie surroundings, as well 
as Leroux's intrigue over the 
mysterious incident of the 
opera's chandelier counterweight 
falling onto an audience, inspired 
him to write his novel, "The 
Phantom of the Opera." Since its 
publishing, "The Phantom of the 
Opera" has been the subject of at 
least nine movies, the first of 
which was produced while 
Leroux was alive. In _1986, 
Andrew Lloyd W ebber, the 
famous composer and play
wright, brought the story to 
Britain in Her Majesty's Theatre, 
and later to Broadway in New 
York, reworking the movie as a 
popular musical. The current 
movie, "The Phantom of the 
Opera," is based on Webber's 
musical. 

The new movie, which is also 
essentially loyal to the original 
book, is set in Paris, 1919. An old 
man in a wheelchair is purchas~ 

ing an antiquated item at an. auc~ 

tion inside of the Opera 
Populaire, which appears aban~ 

cloned and neglected. The last 
item for bid is a refurbished 
chandelier, and the auctioneer 
reminds his audience of the inci~ 
deht of the phantom of the opera 
who was believed to be responsi~ 
ble for the chandelier tragically 
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falling on an audience during a 
performance. The old man, wide~ 
eyed, and drawing a quick 
breath, watches as the chandelier 
is raised once again over the auc,:~ · 
tioneers' heads, on display. At 
this point, the background, 
which appears dull gray and 
white, begins to transform into 
rich and vibrant colors. The col~ 
ors spill over the old and dingy 
theater seats, stage, draperies, 
and statues, and as the chandelier 
is raised higher and higher, the 
setting reverts back to 1870 when 
the theater still had its original 
splendor. What makes the open~ 
ing scene magnificent is not only 
the magical transformation, but 
also how the main score of the 
show plays simultaneously -
grand, beautiful, and glorious. 
There is an underlying tension to 
the music which prepares the 
audience for the drama that is in 
store. 

The drama of the movie does 
not occur until Christine Daae, a 
young aspiring singer, amazes 
the audience of the opera with an 
outstanding performance. 
Christine has been receiving 
singing lessons from a strange 
source: each night .when she 
retires to her dressing room, a 
man's voice instructs her on how 
to develop her singing skills. 
When the voice first came, short~ 
ly after her father's death, 
Christine was not surprised 
because her father, also gifted in 
:music, promised to send her an 
angel of music to guide her in his 
place. The voice that Christine 
believes to be her ''angel of 

music" is actually the phantom of 
the opera, a man with a disfig~ 
ured face who lives in the recess~ 
es of the opera hous e. The 
Phantom has lots of grand plans 
for Christine, and is infatuated 

_ with her voice. The ·phantom 
ultimately captures Daae during 
a performance, and Raoul, 
Christine's childhood SV\(eetheart 
and present lover, must battle the 
phantom for Christine's hand. 

Emmy Rossum and Gerard Butler 

Raoul must also convince 
Christine that the Phantom is 
nothing more than a man. The 
Phantom, however, is intent on 
imprisoning Christine, and will 
use any means necessary, even 
murder, to obtain his prize. 

I really enjoyed the actors~ 

performances. Gerard Butler, 
who plays the phantom, depicts 
the role of a musical genius in a 
passionate way. Butler conveys 
the Phantom's torment over-hav
ing so much to contribute to 
society, yet society refuses to 
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accept him as a result of his phys~ 
ical deformities. It would have 
been easy to over~act this dra~ 
matic role, but I believe that 
Butler does an outstanding job of 
constructing the Phantom's char~ 
acter. There may have been a few 
too~many hand gestures while 
singing some of the main songs, 
but that's my only criticism -for 
him . .. 

I was slightly prejudiced in 
regard to Christine's role, 
because ever since I heard Sarah 

· Brightman on the original sound~ 

track, I was convinced that no 
one could ever -properly replace 
her. I was, however, quite 
impressed with Emmy Rossum, 
despite my earlier convictions. 
Her voiGe is superb, and, as direc~ 

tor Schumacher remarks, she 
"could exude a genuine youthful 
innocence and longing" which 
was necessary for her role. As 
Webber himself comments, ':Ir 
was absolutely crucial that we 
have people who could really sing 
because song drives the whole 
piece." 

The Phantom is also a visual 
masterpiece. I could go on 
describing each scene, since each 
one is visually astounding in its 
own right. The details of the 
opera house, from its grand 
carved statues to its lights and 
theatrical colors are just some of 
the remarkable particulars. 
Another striking scene occurs 
when Christine is walking to her 
father's tomb at a cemetery,· and 
the audience is able to see that 
many of the statues on the graves 
are huge and awe~inspiring. 

Everything about the props and 
the background of each scene is a 
work of art. 

The best part of the 
movie, in my humble opinion, is 
the music itself. Each song comes 
with its own description: humor~ 
ous, stirring, passionate, to name 
a few. The dramatic songs are 
especially moving because the 
actors put so much emotion into 
them. For example, when 
Christine sings, "Wishing You 
Were Somehow Here Again," her 
ardent wish that her father was 
still alive is fraught with emo~ 
tional tension. I was a little upset 
when the movie imitated the 
Broadway show in playing a pre~ 
recording of the song while the 
pe:r:formers went through the 
scene, but I imagine that W ebber 
was attempting to simulate the 
show. Some of the best songs, 
"Angel of Music," "The Phantom 
of the Opera," and "Think of Me" 
are Broadway classics. 

In sum, you can probably tell 
that overall I really enjoyed this 
moVie, as I have also enjoyed 
reading the book and seeing it 
live on Broadway. In many ways, 
the movie is a combination of 
both the book and show, but I 
would of course recommend 
reading the book for its own· 
worth. (I am an English 
.Literature major after all). 
Critics, however, loved the movie 
and it has been no:ri:rinated for 
thi:ee Golden Globe Awards as 
well as three Academy Awards. 
This is an awesome movie, and I 
would recommend it to anyone 
who enjoys a dramatic love story. 
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"Finding Neverland" Never Quite Finds Its Magic 
By Reena Mittelman 

With all the negative public~ 
ity swirling around Michael 
Jackson's Neverland ·Valley 
Ranch these days, it's a relief to 
see a return to the legendary 
"Neverland" of JM. Barrie's clas~ 
sic, "Peter -Pan." "Finding 
Neverland," which premiered 
November 12, is .a fictional take 
on Barrie's creation of the 
beloved children's book 
Directed by · Marc Forster 
("Monster's Ball"), the movie is 
both. inspired by true events and 
based on a play, "The Man Who 
Was Peter Pan." The original 
story, which began as a stage play 
and has evolved into motion pic~ 
tures, cartoons, a musical and 
even a peanut butter brand, tells 
the story of a young boy who 
doesn't want to grow up, whose 
involvement with a group of chil~ 
dren teaches them to discover 
themselves as well as believe in 
fantasy. Unfortunately, the 
movie adaptation can;t seem to 
find itself even in Neverland. 
Despite a gorgeous set and a stel~ 
lar cast, \;Vhich includes Johnny 
Depp, Kate Winslet, Julie 
Christie, Dustin Hoffman and 
newcomer Freddie Highmore, 
the movie lacks the ethereal 
spark that made the original fairy 
tale so enchanting. 

Set in London at the turn of 
the 19th century, the movie opens 
with successful ·scottish author 
and playwright Barrie (Depp) 
watching his latest play flop on 
its opening night. His stiff and 
polite Edwardian audience is 
bored, and so is Barrie: . His 
London producer Charles 
Frohman, played with comedic 
flair by Dustin Hoffman, is disap~ 
pointed, and his confidence in 
Barrie's talent only reinforces 
Barrie's sense of failure. J:o top it 
all, Barrie's marriage is in trouble; 
his icy, ambitious and distant 
wife Mary (Radha Mitchell) can~ 

not identify with his childish 
mentality and resents his obses~ 
sion with imaginary fantasies 
and foolish make~believe. To 
escape from the hardship in his 
life, Barrie retreats into an jmagi~ 
nary world, and takes to walking 
and writing in the park, trying in 
vaiiJ_ to come up ~th another 
successful production. 

Then, a moment of inspira~ 
tion comes during one of his daily 
walks in London's Kensington 
Gardens, when he meets the 
Llewelyn~Davies family: four 
charming · boys, George, Jack, 
Peter (Highmore), and Michael, 
and their beautiful, recently wid~ 
owed mother Sylvia (Winslet). 
Barrie immediately connects 
with the family, and becomes a 
surrogate uncle/father, teaching 
the whole family how to pretend 
and use their imaginations to find 
happiness amidst tragedy. At the 
same time, the family provides 
Barrie with an outlet for his ere~ 
atlvlty and emotions, and' 
becomes the basis for his new 
play, "Peter Pan." Soon, the fami~ 
ly's grief is replaced with fantas~ 
tic creatures and magical adven~ 
tures, as Barrie leads the boys in 
acting the roles of daring pirates, 

· howling Indians, and cackling 
Witches. These imaginary scenes 
are_ presented beautifully: reality 
and imagination fuse together as 
the people and objects in the real 
world slowly fade away to be 
replaceg by their dream~like 
counterparts. The magic of these 
scenes makes it seem perfectly 
natural when boys bouncing on 
beds suddenly rise into the air 
and fly out the window, when a 
nagging gr~dmother (Christie) 
turns into a witch, or when an 
umbrella becomes the weapon of 
Captain Hook . 

The acting is c::xcellent. 
Highmore delivers a stirring per~ 
formance as Peter, one of the 
Llewelyn~ Davies boys whose 
grief for his father has forced him 
to grow up too fast. Initially 

unimpressed by Barrie's exuber~ 
ance, Peter soon falls under the 
spell of· Barrie's magical play 
dates. His pinched expression 
and teary eyes give way to 
adorable .dimpled smiles and 
even a talented attempt at writ~ 
ing his own play. Yet happiness 
comes at a price. Winslet, as 
Barrie's platonic "lady love," is 
outstanding in her portrayal of a 
harried · widow stretched too 
tightly between: the judgmentai 
expectations of society, the inno~ 
cent pleasure of imagination and 
the harsh realities of her own life. 
The boys' steely and dominating 
grandmother, who has no 
patience for games or make~ 
believe, is determined to keep 
Barrie away from her family and 
her daughter, and rumors and 
gossip about Barrie's troubled 
marriage, a possible affair with 
the widow, and pedophilic 
behavior with the Llewelyn~ 
Davies boys only convinces her 
that she is correct in her assump~ 
tions. 

With characteristic skill, 
Depp plays the role of a troubled 
artistic genius trapped in a net of 
good intentions and emotional 
attachments. "Depp throws him~ 
self ... totally into Barrie's giddy 
sense of innocent glee," writes 
reviewer Phil Villarreal of the 
Arizona Daily Star. As Barrie's 
wife's resentment grows; the 
grandmother's warnings seem to 
translate into actual costs for the 
family, and Sylvia's health takes a 
tum for the worse, Barrie begins 
to feel that his involvement with 
the family is only causing more 
problems than it solves. But 
when tragedy strikes again, 
Barrie and the family must learn 
what it really means to believe in 
the powers of imagination. 

It is hard to criticize a 
refined and charming movie that 
examines the important themes 
of love, overcoming tragedy and 
believing in yourself, especially 
one with such remarkable acting, 

gorgeous costumes and beautiful 
imaginary scenes. There is no 
doubt that the actors carry the 
movie, realistically portraying 
their characters and allowing the 
viewer to understand each char~ 
acter's individual pain. "Finding 
Neverland" has made its mark on 
the box~office as well, and 
received 7 Oscar nominations, 
including 'nominations for Best 
Actor in a Leading Role 0 ohnny 
Depp ), Best Picture; Art 
Direction, Costume Design, Film 
Editing, and Writing (Adapted 

. Screenplay). In fact, the movie 
won an Oscar on Feb. 27 for its 
haunting and nioving . music 
-score .. 

Yet perhaps the problem 
\'(ith the movie is best summed 
up in the words of this critic: "It's 
the Oscar recipe done perfectly 
without any extra fuss, but it's: 
missing that little extra, intangi~ 
ble something. Maybe a child's 
imagination can find it better" 
(Mike Ward, Richrriond.com). 
l;"he movie has all the right ingre~ 
clients, and each scene by itself is 
a wonderful piece of acting and 
directing, · but · together, they 
don't add up to evoke the right 
reactions or the proper mood. 
There's something inherently 
disturbing about watching a 
traumatized family come under 
the influence of a grown man 

who can't seem to strike the right . 
. balance between adult responsi~ 

bilities and the child within. The 
story as a whole doesn't flow, and 
·each scene moves to the next 
almostmechanically. Whenitall 
comes together, the movie can't 
seem to decide whether it's a 
stoiy of misplaced love, growing 
up, or accepting reality. Perhaps 
it's all three, but the lines con~ 
nectingthem are just as blurry as 
Barrie's twisted psychological 
distortions of reality and fantasy. 

For a movie whose trailer 
promises to leave you with "a 

. story you'll never forget," 
"Finding Neverland" is disap~ 
pointingly · insubstantiaL 
Watching the movie, you know 
that you are expected to cry, but 
I found it hard to feel emotional 
about a movie that lacks a cohe~ 
sive dramatic flair. At the same 
time, though, it does a good job of 

· evoking a magical sense of possi~ 
bility, and appeals to adults and 
children alike. I'd recommend 
seeing this movie for its out~ 
standing acting, and because, if 
nothing else, it encourages us to 
rediscover our inner sense of 
childish wonder and imagina~ 
,tion. , 

Finding Neverland (101 min~ 
utes, at area theaters) is rated PG 
for adult themes and brief pro~ 

. fanity. -.-.-.-.- ·--.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-
Little Women: A Stern Production vvith a Female Focus 

By Shifra Bronstein 

It was a pleasant coincidence 
for me that this year's Stem pro~ 
duction happened to be "Little 
Women." Since I am reading it 
for my literature class, Mothers 
and Daughters with Professor 
Laurel Hatvary, I knew I'd be 
familiar with the details of the 
story. Like many women, I read · 
Alcott's "Little Women" at a 
young age and have not picked it 
up since. It was especially pleas~ 
ing that the sew play con~ 
formed to the book to the extent 
that the scenes in the play were 
acted out just as I had imagined 
them while reading. 

The adaptations that this 
production chose to perform are 
interesting." There was not a sin~ 
gle scenery change for the entire 
show, making the March faniily's 
living room the sole backdrop of 
the play. This exemplified one of 
Alcott's main themes - that of · 
family and the bonds within it. 
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The characters gathered in the 
living room to read, sew, write 
and listen to each other. There is 
certainly a lqt to hear: Beth 
laughing while delivering every~ 
one'!> "posts," Marmee compli~ 
menting Meg on her wedding 
gown and Amy's humorous addi~ 
tion to a letter for Marmee. 

Another notable change was 
that there was no character rep~ 
resentation of any male roles. All 
of the men in the story, including 
the "boy next door," Laurie, and 

·Meg's fiance, Mr. Brooke, are all 
referred to in a verbal rather than 
physical manner. I believe that 
this variation correlates to a 
theme we were discussing with 
Hatvary, namely, that Alcott 
attempts to create a self~suffi~ 

cient female community within 
the March home, and in general, 
focuses on the females and 
endeavors to cut out the males. 
For ~nstance, Alcott sends the . 
March father to war for most of 
the story. This production sue/ 
ceeded in portr<J.ying another one 

of Alcott's aims by casting only 
the female roles in order to focus 
the audience's attentions on the 
strength of these figures without 
any male interference. 

Each of the female figures 
certainly had her own strengths, 
talents and traits, which were 
excellently depicted by the cast 
and emphasized in their cos/ 
tumes. For instance, Natalie 
Adiel played Jo persuasively, 
proudly projecting her voice as Jo 
would, and wearing a lot of red, 
pronouncing her. passionate 
character. Marni Rosen exempli~ 
fied Meg with her soft, but heart~ 
felt voice, always trying to teach 
her sisters about proper manners 
and morals. She wore a mellow 
yellow for much of the play, 
accentuating her gentle nature 
and cheerful attitude. Sharon 
·shmuel gave a wonderful per~ 
formance as Amy, the sister who 
is sometimes considered vain. 
The audience was laughing as 
Amy's sisters gently chided her 
for the attentions she gave her 
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vanity as she placed about five or 
six colorful _bows in her. hair. 
Sharon commented that.her role 
"brought out the five year old in 
her" and was "a lot of fun to play." 
Joanna Landau achieved the role 
of shy, quiet Beth in such an 
appealing way that much-of the 
audience was ill tears when Beth 
related that she was dying. (I 
mean this quite literally since my 
friends on either side of me asked 

· for tissues.) 
Marmee, the March mother, 

was played by Sarah Nemzer, 
who was quite suited to the role. 
In her matronly garb and .wirh 
her compassionate nature, 
Marmee was the guiding force 
behind her girls' lives, following 
each experience with a moralles/ 
son. Deanna Frazin, who played 
both Hannah the maid and uppi~ 
ty Aunt _March, was ·one of the 
funniest characters. She fre~ 

quently burst into the room, 
ready to lend a helping hand as 
Hannah; or wearing outlandish 
clothes and proposing that Meg 

!)larry only for money, as scolding 
Aunt Hannah. 

The very language of the play 
was engaging, and I noticed that 
a lot of the lines were taken word 

. for word from the book The 
words of the book are very sim~ 
ple and poetic, and since the play 
did not include the book's narra~ 
tive, the play's dialogue flowed 
with elegance-and style. 

As a whole, the play offered a 
glimpse into an idealized world 
in which the characters strived 
to improve themselves and 
mature from life's experiences. 
Sarah Ne:mZer remarked that, "I 
liked all the hugging, it feels like 
Full House." Indeed, this is a play 
about emotions and the trials of 
real life in which everytl:ling that 
occurs. is made a little easier by 
the sense of a strong familial love. 

·So, as Jo would say, "Three 
Cheers" for "Little Women!" 
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Butterflies Take Flight at 
NY Museum 

By Tali Berger 

The American Museum of 
Natural History is a wonderful 
place for those who are interest~ 
ed in anything from ·the Earth's 
environment to interplanetary 
study. Current exhibits include a 
film on . "Jane Goodall's Wild 
Chimpanzees" to "SonicVision: 
How Do You See Your Music." 
The most popular exhibit, how~ 
ever, is the Butterfly 
Conservatory that offers visitors 
a close look at butter~ 
flies as well as the world 
that they inhabit. 

One must be certain 
to buy an admission 
ticket ($14) to the muse~ 
urn that includes the 
Butterfly Conservatory, 
because there is an addi~ 
tional charge for 
entrance to such special 
exhibitions. It is advis~ 
able to check your coat 
into the -museum's coat~ 
room since the tempera~ 
ture in the conservatory 
is 80 .degrees and humid. 
Before actually entering 
the conservatory, the 
exhibit offers an inform~ 
ative introduction to 
butterflies on tall panel~ that 
includes topics such as 
"Metamorphosis," "Defense" and 
·"Conservation." Opposite the 
panels is a literal glimpse into the 
conservatory: plexiglas- panes 
allow visitors a preview of what 
they will experience once in the 
humid, tropical environment. 

Before entering the green~ 
house~like conservatory, visitors 

· can marvel at the array of butter~ 
flies displayed in glass cases. 
Butterflies are classified into five 
.families based 'on their anatomy, 

" . and each family exhibits distinc~ 
tive colorings and markings. 
These individual colorings vary 
from magnificent iridescent 
blues and purples that are remi~ . 
niscent of opals, to fiery orange 
and red patterns that ward off 
predators. Some are spotted, oth~ 
ers are sleek and chic in what 
looks like black velvet, while 
some are camouflaged to blend 
with their natural environments. 
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There is a similar range in size, 
from those with a ·wingspan of 
5/8 of an inch to those that span 
12 inches. 

The conservatory itself 
tninsports visitors· to a tropical 
environment, including not only 
high humidity and temperatures, 
but also tropical plants and 
authentic birdcalls on a record~ 
ing. Here I must dispense some 
unusual but invaluable advice: 
Because the many butterflies fly 
freely in the conservatory, being 
approached by a bu~terfly may be 

startling. The knowledgeable 
docents notice most of the visi~ 
tors freezing when confronted by 
a butterfly, and explain that 
there is no reason to be afraid. 
However, having experienced 
this, I can tell you that it is dis~ 
concerting to have so many but~ 
terflies flying around in a rather 
small spac~. 

. The docents will show visi~ 
tors to a glass case that contains 
many chrysalises that the muse~ 
urn purchases from butterfly 
farms around the world.. Each 
butterfly family has its own dis; 
tinct chrysalis, some of which 
look like twigs, others that are 
mint~green and are adorned with 
a thin gold thread. When the 
butterflies emerge from the 
chrysalis after one to three 
months, the docents' will remove 
them from the case and.let them 
fly around the conservatory for 

· their one~to~three week life 

terfly is getting older by looking 
at its wings, which become tat~ 
tered, and its color; which fades 
with time. There is an old wives' 
tale which is actually true: If you 
touch a butterfly's wings, the 
color will come off on your fin~ 
gertips ~ tiny scales that cover a 
butterfly's exoskeleton are what 
give the wings their distinctive 
color. Therefore, making contact 
with the scales c;;auses th~m to 
fall off; and the color obviously 
comes off as well. The butterfly's 
flight is also affected, because 

removing a few scales will 
upset the butterfly's deli~ 

cate equilibrium. 
The butterflies flutter. 

among the exotic ferns and 
flowers, feeding on the 
fruit~filled bowls andhang~ 
ing petri~dish~like struc~ 

tures containing sugar 
water. During the day, the 
butterflies are aetive, flit~ 

ting here and there and gen~ 
erally not staying in one 
place for more than a few 
moments. At night or when 
it is cloudy, however, they 
sleep hanging upside~down 
from leaves and twigs. In 
this position, they can be 
mistaken for flowers that 
will tremble in the slightest 

breeze. 
The conservatory was 

infoi:mative and interesting, but I 
was expecting something larger 
and more imposing. I had always 
imagined butterflies as delicate, 
airy creatures, and they are, but 
in large numbers and in. close 
proximity I found myself cring~ 
ing when approached by one. I 
saw them more f.S "bugs" than as 

· beautiful. transient things. Note, 
however, that this may be related 
to my aversion . to creepy~ 

crawlies and bugs in general. 
They are fascinating, fragile and 
elegant, and the conservatory 
affords the opportunity to see 
them "up close and personal." For 
nature~lovers, this is a must~see, 
but for those of us who do not 
have a great appreciation for 
small critters,· you may want to 
stay away. 

Check out the live butterfly 
cam at: www.amnh.org. 
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A s H I C · N 

By Sara Levit 

The last issue of the 
Observer featured a broad range 
of tzniut (modest) clothing from 
high end designers; however, the 
cost of one such skirt would.put 
the average student at Stern 
behind on two tuition payments. 
Many students were left wonder, 
ing what options there are for 
those modest fashionistas that 
have a budget . far below the 
haute couture. range. 

One option for consideration 
is shopping at a strictly tzniut 
clothing ·store. Such boutiques 
may be found at various locations 
in New York, including 
Brooklyn, Long Island and 
Monsey. Before you stigmatize 
and dismiss these possibilities, 
there are several advantages to 
consider. Chaya Lerman, head of 
sales at Top Fashion, a clothing 
boutique in Crown Heights, 
described how shopping at 
stores like hers can turn an often 
frustrating experience into an 
enjoyable one. "We've taken the 
time and effort eliminating all the 

From left to right: Anthropologie brushstroke skirt $88, GAP seemed denim skirt $49.40, GAP safari shirt $39.50, GAP assymet
rical knit skirt bermuda green $39.50, Anthropologie giraffe circle skirt $88 

non , tzniut clothing, and we find 
the cream of the crop. Frurp peo, 
ple from out of the state are 
amazed that it's so easy to find all 
this tzniut clothing under one 
roof," she said. Rebecca Barnett, 
a sophomore at Sy Syms School 
of Business, explained that even 
within the United States it's hard 
.to find stores that. do all the leg 
work for ' modest shoppers. 
'There are no all,tzniut clothing 
stores in Columbus, where I'm 
from," said Barnett. "When I 
come to New York I go to 
Brooklyn. I know that anything· 
there will fit my standardS." 

"I get headaches when I shop 
at department stores," says Aliza 
Esral, a sophomore at Stern. 
Aliza finds herself inclined to 
shop at these "neighborhood 
stores" where "there's never as 
big an amount of clothing to sort 
through as there is at large 
department stores." She also 
notes that due to the intimate . 
atmosphere of these stores one 
can oft;en benefit from superior 
service. Others are not quite as 
appreciative of the extra atten, 
tion provided and prefer the 

wide open space that conven, 
tional stores typically offer. 

For those of us who like to 
dress with a twang of originality, 
(and who doesn't like to be 
unique?) tzniut clothing stores 
may be the right place to shop. As 
opposed to department stores 
and chain stores where the cloth, 
ing sold is mass produced, a lot of 
these boutiques carry relatively 
few copies of an item in each size. 
This ensures that the skirt you 
wear to that party won't be worn 
by five other women. 

People might be ~urprised to 
find that the clothing sold at tzni, 
ut stores are a lot more hip than 
you would expect. "We go to 
fashion shows in many different 
locations all over the world," 
remarked Lerman of Top 
Fashion. "We search far and wide 
for the most fashionable, tzniut 
clothing." . · 

With all these aspects to 
consider, shopping at conven, 
tional stores does have some 
advantages of its own. Because · 
they are chain stores, conven
tional stores tend to be cheaper, 
and depending on the season, one 

can find a considerable amount. 
of tzniut clothing in department 
stores. Of course, the location of 
the store can be a considerable 
factor in terms of the modesty of 
the clothing they stock. "The 
Gap in Tennessee probably won't 
have the same ~lothes that the 
Gap in New York does," says 
Aliza. "They cater toward their 
clientele." In other words, the 
inventory at the Gap of New 
York is certain to reflect the sub, 
stantial amount of Jews in the 
area. 

The Gap has some great tzni
ut options for this season. One 
can find some wonderful essen, 
tials at Old Navy, while Zara is a 
good bet for suits and · colorful 
skirts. H&:M's website has an 
entire section dedicated to knee, 
length skirts. If you're willing to 
spend a little more money, 
Anthropologie is always a crowd 
pleaser. This season, they offer a 
variety of skirts reminiscent of 
those that you would find on 
Israeli yeshuvim. 

When living in New York, 
finding clothes that fit within the 
confines of halakha doesn't have 

to be a chore. Whether you prefer 
to shop · at religiously owned 
stores or the Gap, there's some, 
thing out there for everyone. "Kol 
kvoda bat melech penima (all the 

· honor of a woman is within her). 
A woman is considered . a bat 
melech (daughter of the king)," 
suggests Lerman. · "She should 
dress beautifully which also 
means that she should dress 
within the guidelines of tzniut: 
We help girls fulfill their_poten, 
tial." 
More boutiques for the modest 
shopper: 
l.Top fashion, 384 Kingston Ave. 
Brooklyn, N.Y, ll21J, . Phone: 
(718)756,9620 

2.Brenda's, 4518 13th Ave. 
Brooklyn, N.Y, 11230; Phone: 
(718)435,1073 
3.Fashion Island, 1434 Coney 
Island Ave. Brooklyn, N.Y 11230, 
Phone: (718)677,4300 
4.Talking Fashion, 1381 Coney 
-Island Ave. Brooklyn, N.Y, ll230, 
Phone: (718)253,9825 

(/lnu_ SlenL: Otn Vop qJiJu 
By Julie Ast 

Akiko Pookie and Sebastian 
Located next to Duane Reade on 3rd 

Ave, Akilm features affordable and 
trendy clothes. They carry popular 
labels such as Michael Stars, Yanuk, 
Sweet Pea and Blue Cult in addition "to 
European designers Rina Scimento, Jus 
D'oranges and Body Language. 

The prices are fairly affordable: 
skirts range from $80, $100 dollars. Sales 
take place two times a year for up to four 
months at a time. Summer fashions are 
on sale from September through 
December and winter fashions are on 
sale from January through April. Right 
now the winter clothes are 50% off. 

The store carries a wide range . of 
accessories. The shoes are unimpressive, 
though a jewelry display at the back of 
the store has similar styles to Israeli jew, 
elry designer, Michal Negrin. Knitted 
scarves which can be worn as hair bands 
or belts are pastei colored, perfect for 
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summer. Beaded bags are produced in 
unique ethnic styles. No two bags are the 
same, making them an original way to 
complement any evening dress. 

Many colorful peasant skirts by 
designer Ashely, which cost $ll0 dollars, 
line the wall. A standout light blue knee, 
length peasant skirt by Ashely only costs 
$45 dollars. Michael Stars shirts are on a 
table that stands by the door. Evening 
dresses hang on the far wall toward the 
back of the store. 

The eclectic mix of European design, 
ers and American ones make .Akiko 
worth checking out. The store's close 
location. is perfect for Stern students 
who don't have time to shop on other 

places besides 34th street. 

AkikoNYC 

510 3rd Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016 
Tel, ( 212) 725,10i3 Fax, ( 212) 725,7620 
Email, DD55DD@Aol.com 

Pookie and. Sebastian is a small store 
located on 541 Third Ave. It is too close 
to school for Stern students to pass up. 

The store carries a wide tange of 
trends, form crocheted shrugs to 
sequined clutches. A long pastel purple 
skirt with scattered sequins proves to be 
the best buy in the store for $98 dollars. 

In the back of the store 7 for all 
mankind and Citizens of Humanity jeans line 
the wall in classic styles. A line of simple 
tees, tanks and long,sleeved t , shirts 
come· in many colors and for reasonable 
prices. They also carry satin short, 
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sleeved shirts more appropriate for going 
out at night. 

The dressing rooms have a Victorian 
feel with velvet curtains and velvet cush~ 
ioned seats. The store has several staff 
working at once, which can be claustro, 
phobic but can be to the shopper's bene, 
fit when she needs a different size or a 
second opinion. 

Check out Pookie and Sebastian for 
original but reasonably priced clothes for 
a boutique. · 
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THE ISRAEL 
Israeli Government to Disband 

SECTION 

Hesder Units 
By Sarah Matarasso 

It is almost time for the plan 
to take root. The newest batch of 
soldiers in the lsraeli Defense 
Force (IDF) will be drafted in 
March and, for the first time 
since the decision was made this 
past January, those soldiers 
learning in Hesder Y eshivot 
(where army service and learning 
are combined) will ser-ve only in 
regular army units. This decision 
was made by the army's Chief of Hahesder spokesman . Rabbi that integrating the observant 
Human Resources Maj. Gen. David Stav (who is also Rosh soldiers into regular units would 
Elazar Stem. Until now, Hesder Yeshiva of the Hesder Yeshiva in help moderate soldiers who 
soldiers have been spending the Petach Tikva), the decision to would typically refuse to carry 
majority of their service time in end Hesder units was made out an order due to religious or 
seperate units composed of other despite the opposition expressed political motivations. Stem com
Hesder participants, religious men by the heads . of Hesd.er institu- men ted that the majority of 
who o'pt to combine their army tions who had already informed · Yeshiva students he met to dis
service with Torah learning. the IDF of their resistance to cuss the issue viewed the deci
Typically, these soldiers are such a move. Some suspect that sian in a very positive light. 
involved in a five year program in tN.s decision came in response ta. Nonetheless, the ·announcement 
which 18 months are spent serv- the recent refusal by a number of has elicited a tremendous 
ing in the army while the remain- religious soldiers to comply with · response from those in the Dati 
ing time is set aside for Yeshiva orders to evacuate various setde- -Lcumi (religious Zionist) commu
studies. Although they do spend ments in the West Bank and nity who stand in opposition. 
their second phase of army serv- Gaza area as part of ·the disen- Many soldiers who would have 
ice (approximately 7 to 8 gagement plan. However, Stem participated in Hesder programs 
months) in mainstream units, insists that his Hesder decision is are now considering j<;>ining 
their first months of basic train- not motivated by any political Nacha! Chareidi (units set up. for 
ing are spent in these special, factors. Stem, who himself is Hareidi men wishing to serve in 
more homogeneous units. observant and attended a Hesder the IDF), a system which will not 

The · basis for this type of program, believes this move will be dismantled for the time being. 
mixed army and yeshiva arrange- bring greater cohesiveness to the· Others are considering not enter
ment originated with Nacha! army and · prove beneficial for ing the army altogether. 
Garinim, where young everyone involved. Speaking on The motives for the plan's 
Kibbutznikim would enlist as a the Israel Army Radio, he men- implementation may be unclear, 
garin (a group) and then divide · tioned that the IDF is the "peo- ap.d a spectrum of opinions exists 
their time between army service ple's·army." regarding th~ pros and cons of 
and working in the kibbutz. The Each soldier brings his val- this dec~sion. Will this attempt 
trend of Hesder soldiers began · ues to the army, Stem suggests, to further unity simply serve to 
with Yeshivat Kerem B'Y~vneh and soldiers discuss their ideals accentuate the divisiveness 
around the time of the Six Day with others. Encouraging a already present within Israeli 
War. Today there are 28 Hesder greater mix of secular and reli- society? It seems as though this is 
institutions in Israel where · gious dialogue is the best move already the case. Nonetheless, we 
almost 1,000 young men enroll for the IDF, and probably the will have to await the long-term 
each year. best move for the State of Israel. results to see if the decision will 

According to Yeshivot However, Stem also remarked ultimately prove positive. 

Yeshiva Rabbis Debate Halakhic 
Issues of Israeli Policy 

!1.\ .4!iit'tl 
·~------1 
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By S::J_rah Matarasso 

What right does the Israeli 
government have tQ offer Israeli . 
territory to the Palestinians? 
Can soldiers who are instruc:ted -
by their rabbis to disobey the 
official orders of the army refuse 
to go ahead with disengage-
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ment? These were only some of 
the issues addressed on 

Wednesday evening March 2nd, 
when the Israel Club hosted a 
panel discussion in the Rubin 
Shul ·on the Will Campus. 
Presiding over the panel were 
Rabbi Zevulun Charlap, Dean of 
the Rabbi Isaac Elchanan 
Theological Seminary; Rabbi Dr. 
Norman Lamm, Chancellor of 
Yeshiva University; and Rabbi 
Yosef Blau, Mashgiach Ruchani 
of Yeshiva University. This spe
cial session presented students· 
with the opportunity to ask 
questions concerning some of 
the most pressing religious 
is~ues currently facing the State 
of Israel. 

Dqvid Wildman, president 
of the Israel Club at Yeshiva 
College, began by asking those 
on the panel to discuss the 
halakhic. issues related to hand
ing over land to Palestinians, 

and whether or not soldiers may 
refuse official orders instructing 
them to enact such a process. 
Rabbi Blau was the first to 
respond, prefacing his remarks 
by stating that nothing in his 
rabbinic background gives him 
expertise in the subject; he also 
made it ' clear that the State· of 
Israel as a sovereign country has 
signific~nce in its own right. He 
explained that ·since the Israeli 
government has some of the sta
tus of malchut yisrael Qewish 
monarchy), the government 
should therefore be taken seri
ously. frorp. a ha!akhic vantage 
point and have the right to make 
the decisions they believe neces
sary for the welfare of the land. 
Since the army is a vehicle' 
through which the goveri:unent 
carr~es out its policy,it would 
be wrong for a soldier to refuse 
his orders. Refusal would also 
cause a collapse in the army's 

cominued on page 9 
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Largest .shabbaton .of the 
Year Attracts Students 

from Across the Co~ntry 

By Observer Staff 

On the Shabbat of March 
nth-12th, approximately 250 col
lege students attended YU Israel 
Club's annual shabbaton, featur
ing keynote speaker Dennis 
Prager, a Los Angeles-based syn
dicated radio talk show host. 
This year's shabbaton was tided 
"A Teetering Balance: What kind 
qf world will Israel face tomor
row?" Guests also included Ruth 
Wisse, PhD, the Martin Peretz 
Profes~or of Yiddish literature 
and a professor of comparative · 
literature at Harvard University; 
Norman Podhoretz, Senior 
Fellow at the Hudson Institute 
arid member of the Council on 
Foreign Relations; and Rabbi 
Yehuda Felix, head of theJewish 
Agency's Formal Education 
Delegation. 

The shabbaton, which was 
funded by the Yeshiva University 
Women's organization, attracted 
many YU stuqents as well as stu
dents from other colleges, includ
ing Queens College, · SUNY
Buffalo, University of Miami, 
University of Colorado, Hunter 
College and University of 
Pennsylvania. "I really enjoyed 
the weekend for a number of rea
sons. First of all, it was a rare 
opportunity to hear from such a 
range of speakers about issues I 
feel very connected to, explained 
Shoshana Agatstein, a sopho
more at Stem College. 
"Furthermore, the atmosphere on 
campus was very lively; the num
ber of people participating was 
tremendous and this· allowed for 
many stimulating conversations 
with many people I had just met." 
Amitai Blickstein, a senior at YC, 
was glad to see that "the shabba
ton got a lot of people together 
wha. cared about the issues; even 
if one did not agree with every
thing the speakers had to say, it 
got people to speak to each other. 
In the area of creating a commu
nity this shabbaton was a big 
success." 

Although the shabbaton 
spanned slightly more than 24 
hours, the itinerary was packed 
and there was never a dull 
moment. Towards the end of a 
spirited Friday night meal, 
Norman Podhoretz addressed 
the audience, speaking on the 
subject of, "Israel 'and America: 
Then and Now." He discussed 
his opinion on the current situa
tion in Israel, specifically regard
ing the complete transfer of Gaza 
to the Palestinians. Podhoretz 
argued that today's disengage
ment is fundamentally diffe.rent 
than the failed Oslo Accords of 
over a decade ago. 

.After dinner, students chose 
to attend one of two .more ses
sions held simultaneously. 
Professor Wisse spoke on the 

subject of, "Israel on Campus: Is 
American ·Support Really at 
Risk?" while Prager spoke about 
the current European culture, 
society and politics in a lecture 
entitled "Is Europe a Lost 
Cause?". Prager . detailed the 
increasing secular trends in 
Europe, · and specifically dis; 
cussed the rising "Arabization" of 
the continent. Using Germany as 
an example, Prager spoke of his 
disappointment with the coun
try's lack of. support with the 
Iraq war. . While after the 
Holocaust Prager was sure 
Germany had learned its lesson, 
he now realizes that, "The , 
Germans learned not to fight evil, 
but that it is evil to fight." 

Fat tho~e who were still 
awake and who ·had a bit of 
strength left after a week of 
midterm exams, a tisch was held, 
where Rabbi Felix spoke of "aha
vat chinum," loving one's fellow 
Jew selflessly,. especially in the 
trying times of disengagement. 

Following an 8:45 a.m. 
shacharit held in the 
Schottenstein Cultural Center, 
Dennis Prager spoke again, this 
time on the topic, "Balance of 
Power in the Middle East". 
Prager engaged the audience in a 
lively question-and-answer ses
sion, prompting intelligent dis
cussion that continued over 
lunch. The final lectures took 
place later on in the day when 
Ruth Wisse • discussed, 'The 
Great Jewish Political 
Experiment:. Success or Failure?" 
addressing the history of J ~wish 
community life in countries 
throughout the Diaspora .. 

During scudah shlishit, 
Blickstein presented opportuni
ties for student involvement in 
Israeli causes such as Magen 
David . Adorn. He expressed the 
importance of .volunteerism not 
only in terms of what one can 
contribute to the country and to 

the Israeli people, but how the 
Israeli people can have an impor
tant impact on the volunteer. . 
Following havdalah, the Israel 
Club sponsored a screening of 
the Israeli film, ·"Ha'hesder," 
accompanied, of course, with free 
pizza and popcorn. 

The shabbaton was coordi
nated by the co-presidents of the 
Israel dub, YC senior David 
Wildman and SCW senior 
Hindy Poupko, who were 
extremely pleased with the out
come of the event. Poupko com
mented, "It was a remarkable 
experience to witness my fellow 
students engaged and passionate 
about issues concerning Israel 
and the greater Jewish world." 
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